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PREFACE
In the following pages an attempt has been made to reconstruct
the machinery for the administration of justice in Greece for the
period between Hesiod and Solon. Many of the earlier investigators
in this field, failing to recognize the continuity of institutions, did not

pay

sufficient attention

vivals in later practice.

to

antecedents in earlier practice and sur-

Nor did they have the

benefit of Aristotle's

Constitution of Athens which has been of great aid in clearing up some
much disputed problems. Hence their discussions of such matters

and the Thesmothetae are inadequate.
modern investigations it has seemed possible to bridge this gap. For the age of Homer
and Hesiod I have accepted the conclusions of Professor Bonner in his
two studies "Administration of Justice in the Age of Homer,"
(Classical Philology vi. pp. 12 flf.) and "Administration of Justice in
the Age of Hesiod" (ibid. vii. pp. 17 fif.). The lawgivers and the early
codes I have myself discussed in an earlier paper, "Early Greek
Codes" {ibid. xvii. pp. 187 ff.). These codes, however, with the

as the Areopagus, the Ephetae

On

the basis of Aristotle's Constitution and various

exception of the great code of Gortyn, furnish
procecfure.

Hence the discussion

is

little

information about

largely confined to the Athenian

system.

The subject was suggested in a research course in Greek History
under Professor Robert J. Bonner at the University of Chicago and
the dissertation has been written under his direction. I have constantly availed myself of his advice and criticism and I wish here to
express my gratitude for the many helpful suggestions which his
thorough knowledge of Greek and Anglo-American law enabled him
to give.

Gertrude Smith.

The

University of Chicago,

April 14, 1924.
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CHAPTER

I

Administration of Justice as a Function of Government
In the early stages of society

all

wrongs were viewed as offences

against the individual and were punished by the injured person.

It

between man and man and there was no interference on the part of the government. The earliest, and in the time
of Homer at least, the commonest, means of redressing a grievance,
especially when it resulted from an act of violence, was by self-help
or reprisal. Society placed no restrictions upon this method of dealing
with offenders. Indeed the relatives and friends of the injured man
were expected to aid him in seeking redress for his wrongs and, on the
other hand, the .offender was frequently aided by his kinsmen and
friends. It was the duty of a man to avenge the wrongs of those under
his protection. For example, a father avenged the wrong done a son,
the master that done a slave. By means of self-help an attempt was
often made to recover stolen property. If a thief were caught in the
act he could be killed on the spot. Adultery, seduction, and rape were
punished by the husband or nearest relative of the woman involved
or by the master in the case of a slave. Another method of dealing
with disputes, the beginning of which is seen in the age of Homer, was
by the evidentiary oath. This oath might be taken by one party as
the result of a challenge from the other party to a dispute or a man
might oflfer to clear himself of an accusation by oath. The taking of
such an oath with the consent of the other party settled the case.
The actual administration of justice, however, began with arbitration.^ Where the dispute was not the result of violence the parties
showed a disposition to resort to amicable means of settlement. They
naturally sought as their arbitrator a man of eminence in the state
the king, or some other prominent man. Thus from the earliest times
arbitrators were practically always chosen from the aristocracy. The
second step in the development of the institution is apparent in the
age of Homer in the practice of inducing a reluctant opponent by
means of challenge or wager to settle a dispute by arbitration. The
parties, after depositing with the arbitrator a sum of money or some
articles of value, promised under oath to abide by his decision. The

was

entirely a matter

•

Cf. Bonner,

Philology

vi. p.

22;

"The Adnunistration of Justice
"The Adnunistration of Justice in

Homer,"

Classical

the Ape of Hesiod," ibid.

vii. p. 17.

in the

Age

of

/

.
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op Justice

Not until the age of Hesiod did the
compulsory arbitration, develop. In case either party
the other party was forced to submit to arbitration before

deposits were paid to the winner.
third stage,

desired

it

representatives of the ruling aristocracy.

But there was

and permanent means

as yet no organized

of dealing

with cases in which the state was offended directly or indirectly

through one of

its citizens.

It

true,

is

sentim.ent against wrongdoers which

and which

however, that the popular

revealed in

is

community action

was active
Homer. There are numerous cases in Homer in which
popular opinion was active. Especially if a stranger committed an
offence against a member of a community the community readily
joined the victim in demanding compensation. If the offender himself
refused to make reparation his tribe was held responsible. As a result
communities became interested in restraining wrong-doing which
might involve them in trouble with their neighbors. Popular opinion
at the base of the conception of criminal law

lies

in the time of

acted through the assembly of

all free

men

collected normally to hear

announcements on public matters.^ Telemachus summoned the
assembly of the Ithacans that he might appeal to them to drive out
the suitors. Such an assembly might at any time take action against
any public offender. For instance. Hector says that the Trojans
would long ago have stoned Paris to death if they had not been
timid.2 After the slaying of the suitors Eupeithes persuaded the
assembled Ithacans to go in arms to the palace of Odysseus to avenge
the death of the suitors.^ In the age of Hesiod there are no specific
instances of popular action, but a reference in his poems to the
popular sentiment against wrongdoers shows that public opinion was
active.* In the early codes the responsibility of the government for

'

Odyssey

ii.

28. Cf. Euripides, Orestes

870

ff.,

where the

trial of Orestes is

represented

as being held before the Argive assembly.

56

*

Iliad

2

Odyssey xxiv. 42 1

•

Works and Days

ways

iii.

f.

ff

220.

Cf. Bonner, C. P.

of dealing with grievances,

action

and

self-help,

namely

vii.

p. 21.

In the four above mentioned

arbitration, the evidentiary oath, popular

can be seen the beginnings of

many

later developments.

Private

would always be true that some men
litigation. But there is no indication that

arbitration undoubtedly continued in practice.

It

would prefer compromise to the troubles of
private arbitration was organized by the state until the Athenians provided a group of
men whose services were available for such citizens as desired to settle their disputes
by arbitration. The evidentiary oath with modifications continued as a form of trial
until at least the second century B.C. and it is found in fifth and fourth century Athenian
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the administration of justice, both civil and criminal, is recognized.
Judicial functions are assigned to magistrates and other governing
bodies.^

From the earliest period, then, there was a growing feeling that
any action that was opposed to the good order and well-being of the
state should be punished by the state.^ The cases mentioned, with
the exception of the slaying of the suitors, have nothing to do with
There the whole community was affected because of the

homicide.

number of citizens who were slain. The conception of crime and
the origin of criminal law are not to be found in actions for homicide.^
The germs of criminal law are to be found while homicide was still
viewed wholly as the concern of the relatives of the victim. In fact,
large

although the state came to regulate homicide trials and executed the
punishment, the right to prosecute was always restricted to the
relatives of the victim.
It cannot be determined with any degree
of accuracy when the machinery was provided for the prosecution and

punishment of crimes by the state. It has generally been supposed
that Solon was the first to establish criminal law by giving permission
to "every person who so willed to claim redress on behalf of anyone

practice in the oath taken in response to a challenge.
the oaths taken by the parties preliminary to a trial.

A

survival of it may be seen in
In popular action of the age of

Homer may be seen the germ of the Athenian popular courts. It was not until democracy had been established that the assembly of free men became a recognized
judicial
body. Self-help is recognized in the early codes. The Gortyn code, for example,
permits self-help in dealing with an adulterer just as in fourth century Athens it was
lawful for a man to kill another caught in adulter}- with his wife. The laws
of Zaleucus

permitted a

man from whom

a slave had been taken to recover the slave and hold him
Homicide was also dealt with by means of self-help.
Gertrude Smith, "Early Greek Codes," Classical Philology, xvii. p. 195.

until the trial took place.

all

»

Cf.

*

This feeling

are injured

is

expressed

when someone

by various

Cf. Plato, Laws 768 A: "For
Lycurgus, con. Lcoc. 149: "In aid of

later writers.

injures the state."

my

native land and the temples and the laws I have brought this suit as a citizen
and justly." Stobaeus, Anllwlogy iv. 1. 134: "That city fares best and
most of all preserves its democracy in which those who have not been wronged no less
should, rightly

than he who is wronged denounce the malefactor and punish him." Cf. also Menander,
15(Meincke) and Lofberg, Sycophancy in Athens, p. 2, for other examples of the
same kind.

frag.

»

Cf. Calhoun,

(London),

xviii.

"Greek Criminal Law," Proceedings

pp. 87

ff.

quite independently of homicide,
or the

sum

of a series of

of the Classical Association

"Criminal law in ancient Hellas was evolved
was not a by-product of superstitious ceremonial

Cf. p. 103:

random

it

accretions.

application of a rational theory of crime."

It resulted

from the development and
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to

whom wrong was

there

is

But

being done."^

a provision that any citizen

of Justice
in the

may

homicide code of Draco

either kill or bring before

the authorities by the process of dTraycoYi? a homicide

returned from banishment

He

is

as a polluted person wrongfully living in the city

body

to pollution.

who has illegally

not prosecuted as a murderer, but

and exposing every-

He is a public menace. Hence it is clear that Solon

merely took a principle already made applicable by the code
and extended it other offences.^

of

Draco

to one type of offence

There remains then the problem of the motives which induced the
assume control in homicide cases. From the earliest time
self-help was the recognized method of dealing with homicide. There
are numerous instances in Homer. ^ Although society as a whole took
no part in the punishment of the offender, it expected the relatives of
the slain man to kill the murderer and looked upon their failure to
do so as the neglect of a solemn duty. On the other hand, honor was
the portion of one who avenged a murdered relative.
From this
situation there might result a series of murders lasting through many
generations.
The story of the Pelopidae furnishes an admirable
illustration of such a blood feud.
The nearest relatives were the
natural leaders in exacting vengeance, but if no relatives survived,
the man's friends might take up the blood feud. If the slain man were
of sufficient importance in the community his death might create a
situation amounting almost to civil war with the factions of the victim
and of the slayer pitted against one another. This is the nearest
approach in Homer to the intervention of the community in a murder
case.*
Murder was not yet felt to be a menace to society. It was
regarded as the affair solely of the relatives of the slain man and his
partisans. Outside of this group there was no popular feeling against
homicide except the slaying of a near relative or of a guest, both of
which acts were universally condemned by society. It is impossible
to say when the menace of a blood feud came to be recognized by the
community. Euripides in his description of the trial of Orestes at
state to

Kenyon's translation.

Cf. Calhoun, op.

'

Aristotle, Ath. Pol. ix.

*

Cf. Gertrude Smith, op.

'

Cf. Bonner, C. P. vi. p. 14; Gilbert, Beitrage, pp. 503

famille dans
*

le droit

1.

cit,

cit.

p. 88.

p. 197.

criminel en Grece, pp. 47

ff.;

Glotz, Solidarite de la

£E.

A good example is furnished by the action of

the assembly which determined the

Odysseus after he had slain the suitors. The strong popular feeling aroused was
undoubtedly due to the wholesale character of the slaughter. Odyssey xxiv. 421 ff.
fate of

From Hesiod to Solon
Argos quotes a statute

S

of the Argives, which, in order to avert a

vendetta, forbade killing to avenge the death of a relative.
Else one had aye been liable to death
Still

If

taking the last blood-guilt on his hands.'

the slayer escaped immediate vengeance his only safety lay in

When once the slayer was in exile he was in no danger even if
he later met a relative of his victim. There is only one case, that of
The third method of
Aegisthus, in which a murderer suffered death. ^
But
settling a homicide case was by the payment of blood money.

flight.

appears to have been rather rare.

this practice

It

would never be

followed in dealing with murders inside the family group.

from further molestation was,

Freedom

guaranteed to the murderer
blood
price.
The
motives
which induced relatives to
who paid a
accept blood money cannot be determined. There is no hint that
society urged them to do so in order to avoid a blood feud. Nor is
there any indication that they took account of the circumstances
under which the homicide was committed for there was as yet no
distinction between different kinds of homicide.
of course,

The conception of pollution attaching to the homicide and those
who associate with him is not found in Homer. The murderer flees
only to avoid the vengeance of his victim's kinsmen.

In fact it cannot
be said with certainty that the conception of pollution is found in
Greek literature before Aeschylus. Farnell finds a hint of purification
after homicide in the Iliad, ^ where Hector says that it is "unlawful for
one stained with mud and gore to make prayer unto the cloud-enwrapped son of Cronus." But the reference here is merely to the blood
of battle which never was regarded as pollution. Hector is thinking of
bodily uncleanliness. Perhaps a nearer approach to this conception
is found in the refusal of Eumaeus to accept the wager of the disguised
Odysseus involving his death at the hands of Eumaeus in case a
The statement that the
prophecy he made should not be fulfilled.^
first genuine case of purification after homicide mentioned in Greek

'

Orestes 512

*

Odyssey

' vi.

i.

266-68.

Way's

ff.

29

translation.

£E.

Farnell, Cidts of the Greek Slates, IV, p. 298; cf.

Delphic Oracle, p. 153.
*

Odyssey xiv. 402

fif.

Cf. Bonner, C. P. vi. p. 14.

Dempsey, The

^

^
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depends upon a stateand cannot be accepted with certainty.^ It is quite
however, that the idea came in as early as the time of

literature occurs in the Aethiopis of Arctinus

ment

in Proclus

possible,

Hesiod because Aeschylus treats it as a very ancient conception.
In the age of Hesiod, however, there was no departure from the
Homeric practice. Society still expected the kinsmen of the slain to
take vengeance. As yet there was no distinction between diflferent
types of homicide.
forced to go into

By

Even

the husband

who

slew an adulterer was

exile.

Draco several new elements appear in homicide
murder trials and the
right of self-help is entirely denied the kinsmen of the slain man. The
only trace of it which remains may be seen in the fact that no one
the time of

The

law.

state has complete jurisdiction in

except the relatives of the victim could institute proceedings against
the slayer. Voluntary exile was still permitted the homicide, but if

he remained and was condemned his punishment was fixed by law.
The fragments of the code of Draco and the amnesty law of Solon'*
show that the distinction between different kinds of homicide had been

drawn and that five courts already existed before Draco's time for the
purpose of dealing with different kinds of homicide. Pausanias says
that the court of the Delphinium was established for the trial of
justifiable homicide in the time of Theseus.^
The desirability of
recognizing extenuating circumstances and of

various types of homicide was in

all

differentiating

the

probability a motive for state

apparent that religion also was one of the factors
As soon as the idea was
conceived that homicide involved pollution, the slayer was regarded
intervention.

which led

'

It is

to the intervention of the state.

Cf. Calhoun, op.

cil.

pp. 97

f.

The idea of pollution from homicide and the subsequent purificatory rites are
closely bound up with the cult of Apollo Catharsios which does not appear in Homer.
The conception of miasma is intimately associated with the chthonic powers, the
worship of which did not interest Homer. Farnell, op. cil., regards the post-Homeric
*

development

of cathartic ceremonies in connection with the ritual of Apollo as

a

revival of the ghost cult which existed in pre-Homeric times.
^

Hesiod, Fragments, 144.

*

Cf. Gertrude Smith,

Philology, xvi. pp. 345
* I.

28. 10.

who connects

Cf. Bonner, C.P.

"The Prytancum in

vii.

pp. 21

the Athenian

f.

Amnesty Law,"

Classical

ff.

Cf. Treston, Paine,

A

Study in Ancient Greek Blood-Vengeance,

p. 263,

the institution of the various Athenian homicide courts with the synoe-

kism of Attica.

From Hesiod to Solon
menace and

as a public

society took

7

measures to rid

itself of his

presence provided that the family refused to act.^

noteworthy that Athenian homicide courts were always
some shrine. For example, the Palladium was an
ancient shrine of Athena and the Delphinium was a sanctuary of
Delphinian Apollo. A criminal would naturally seek refuge from his
It

is

established at

pursuers at a shrine and as long as he remained in sanctuary his person

was

inviolable.

It

was only natural that the criminal should be
This

where he took refuge.

He

is

tried

well illustrated in the case of Orestes.

did not go to the shrine of Athena to seek purification, since puri-

ficatory rites

had already been performed at the instance

of Apollo,

but to escape the vengeance of the pursuing Erinyes.^

The

then,

state,

desired to keep
feuds.

No

assumed control in homicide cases because it
from pollution and to prevent blood

its citizens free

literature of this transition period describes this develop-

ment, but the case of Orestes as set forth by Euripides belongs to this
period.

It

difiicult to

is

draw any conclusions from the

trial of

at Argos because of the impossibility of ascertaining just

Euripides

is

Orestes

how

far

projecting back into antiquity the fifth century attitude

toward homicide and how

far

he

attitude of more ancient times.

is

consciously trying to present the

Euripides was not an antiquarian,

but, being a fifth century Athenian, he would naturally

know some-

thing about the development of law and legal ideas in earlier times.

The portrayal

more ancient attitude toward murder lends an
In the same way Aeschylus makes the
air of realism to the play.
trial in the Eumenides more realistic by introducing some archaic
of a

procedure.

Euripides

tells

the story of Orestes in three plays, the Electra,

the Orestes and the Iphigeneia in Tauris.

Of these the

first

two are

far the greatest interest in a study of homicide, as there are only a

passing references to the subject in the Iphigeneia.
1

*

of

few

Vengeance

is

cit. pp. 227 ff.; Gilbert, op. cit. pp. 508 ff.
In his attempt to prove that Orestes' trial took place in the Palladium Ridgeway,

Cf. Glotz, op.

Classical Review xxi. pp. 163

fif.,

emphasizes this point.

According to him the earliest

was the establishment of sanctuaries where the manslayer
on taking refuge was tried. The first tribunal was established to try cases in which
there were extenuating circumstances, since deliberate murder would continue to be

step in homicide procedure

dealt with

by the

relatives of the slain

man
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the predominating theme of the Electra}

In fact the play consists

entirely of the expression of a desire for

Orestes and Electra and

its

vengeance on the part of
consummation at their hands while the

Orestes portrays the results of their action.

The

the Homeric attitude toward homicide, that

is

is

no thought on the part of either brother or

Electra, then, reflects

blood for blood.

There

sister of seeking repara-

murder in any other fashion than by killing
Their father has been murdered. Orestes is his natural
avenger. On this account an attempt to compass his death was made
by Aegisthus, but was frustrated by his timely removal to Phocis at
tion for their father's

his slayers.

the hands of an old servant.

At intervals throughout the play
on the great struggle in Orestes' mind between his
sense of duty in exacting blood vengeance and his horror of matricide.
His duty to his father is paramount until the sight of his mother fills
him with compassion. In the end the duty to the father triumphs.
In the Orestes the impiety of matricide is much more fully
emphasized. Murder of others than kinsmen seems to arouse no
feeling whatever. Orestes shows not the slightest remorse for killing
emphasis

is

laid

1 The story of the three plays in
brief outline is as follows. In the Electra the
murder of Clytaemnestra and Aegisthus to avenge the death of Agamemnon is accom-

plished.

Orestes, the son of

slayers ruling the country

Agamemnon on

and Electra,

returning to Argos, finds his father's

his sister, married to a poor farmer.

Orestes

had been commanded by the oracle of Apollo to avenge his father's death and has
come with his friend Pylades for that purpose. The brother and sister are made known
to each other and plot the death of the murderers. Aegisthus is slain while sacrificing,
and Clytaemnestra is slain at the house of Electra after she has been induced to come
there by a trick. After the deed Castor in the role of dens ex machina decrees that
Electra be given to Pylades as his wife and foretells the madness that is to attack
Orestes and his subsequent trial and acquittal at the court of the Areopagus at Athens.
The Orestes takes place after the murder of Clytaemnestra and before the departure of Orestes from Argos.

Orestes is driven mad by the Erinyes. He is barred from
doors in Argos and consequently from ceremonial purification. Moreover the
Argives have decreed that he shall die and a trial is held to decide on the manner of his
all

death—stoning or suicide. Menelaus fails
demned to die by their own hands. But

to aid Orestes and he and Electra are conOrestes and Pylades gain entrance to the
palace, attempt to slay Helen, and capture Hermione, whom they threaten to slay if
Menelaus does not aid them. When they are on the point of doing this and of setting
fire to the palace Apollo appears
on the scene with Helen and decrees a year's exile for
Orestes after which he is to be tried at Athens
on the Areopagus for matricide. Again
Electra is bestowed on Pylades and Orestes
marry Hermione.

Tlie Iphigeneia in

is bidden to
Tauris relates the wandjrings of Orestes after his acquittal in

Athens, in search of the unage of Artemis,
and his recovery of his sister, Iphigeneia, who
had miraculously escaped sacrifice at the hands of her father
Aulis.

m

9
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In contrast to the insistence on the necessity of avenging a
the follies
slain relative are placed Tyndareus' protestations against
He menmurders.
of
succession
ending
never
its
with
of blood feud

Aegisthus.

an ancient ordinance of the Argives by which purification by
He insists that Orestes
exile was substituted for blood vengeance.
of killing her. Again,
instead
trial
mother
to
his
brought
have
should
lands and cities.
destroys
which
blood
for
desire
the
of
complains
he
feud was a
blood
that
recognized
Argives
the
ordinance
this
By
state. This as
the
by
checked
be
must
such
and
as
society
to
menace
the
has been pointed out is one of the important factors which caused
tions

^

state to intervene in homicide cases.
The idea of pollution attaching to Orestes as the result of matricide

very prominent in the Orestes, and in the Eumenides of Aeschylus.
Aeschylus supposes that Orestes left Argos immediately after his deed
and was purified soon afterward at the temple of Apollo in Delphi.
purificatory
In the Orestes on the other hand the matricide is denied

is

and communication with the Argives

rites

is

forbidden in order that
This effort to

not be transmitted to others.

the pollution may
protect the citizens from pollution

is

the second reason

why

the state

intervened in homicide cases.

The state assumed control in civil suits, then, when the government provided arbitrators and compelled the parties to a dispute to
submit to arbitration. This development from voluntary arbitration
age of Hesiod.
to a compulsory process of law was complete in the
to be found in
is
matters
criminal
in
The origin of state jurisdiction
the realization on the part of the

community that

affect individuals

though they might directly
detrimental to the interests of the citizen body.
against public offenders began in the age of

certain offences,

only, were in fact

Community action
Homer through the

The action of such an assembly was
the assembly.
the more highly organized governUnder
irregular.
and
spasmodic
jurisdiction was regularly
criminal
periods
succeeding
the
of
ments
senate
exercised by the central political body, a council of elders or a

medium

of

under oligarchy, a general assembly or commissions of it under
democracy. In the time of Homer an assembly could be convened by
any citizen who had a matter of public import to disclose. Anyone
who denounced a criminal before such an assembly was virtually a
to a
prosecutor. The code of Draco specifically recognizes in regard
1

512

ff.

10
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single class of offenders,

returned from

exile,

that

is

of Justice

unpardoned murderers who had

the right of any citizen to prosecute.

extended this practice to

all

offences except homicide.

Solon

The reasons

that led to state jurisdiction in homicide were the desirability of

preventing blood feuds, of safeguarding the citizens from pollution
and, probably, of differentiating the various kinds of homicide. But
the right of prosecution was always restricted to relatives of the
victim.

CHAPTER

II

The Judiciary
The

oldest form of political

government

three functions of commander-in-chief

combined in one person, the king.

is

monarchical with the

in war, judge,

and

chief priest

The Homeric kingship was based

on aristocracy. At a very early date this aristocracy as represented
by a council of elders began gradually to weaken the powers of the
king by assigning certain of his functions to one of their own members.
For example, the office of polemarch at Athens was created in this
way during the reign of a king who was incapable of exercising the
chief

command

in war.

Finally

by the

distribution of the royal

powers among various officials the kingship was put in commission.
In Athens the king had become powerful by reducing the chiefs of the
local communities and imposing his authority over all Attica. After
the unification of Attica had been accomplished in this fashion the
petty local chiefs became members of the council of elders.^
There are indications in the scanty information which has survived about the legal history of the various Greek states that the
council which developed out of this

Homeric council

of elders regu-

both judicial and administrative functions. Whether
the Areopagus in Athens was an outgrowth of such a council of elders
or an entirely new body instituted by Solon is a question which was
discussed at least as early as the time of Aristotle. "As to Solon, he is
thought by some to have been a good legislator, who put an end

larly retained

emancipated the people, estabAthenian democracy, and harmonized the different
According to their views, the council of
elements of the state.
Areopagus was an oligarchical element, the elected magistracy,
to the exclusiveness of the oligarchy,

lished the ancient

aristocratical,

and

the

courts of law,

democratical.

The

truth

seems to be that the council and
the time of Solon, and were retained by him, but that he formed the
courts of law out of all the citizens, thus creating the democracy,
which is the very reason why he is sometimes blamed."- In modern
times this problem has occasioned much discussion because of the
apparent contradictions in some of the ancient sources and the
the elected magistracy existed before

Thucydides

*

Cf.

*

Aristotle, Politics 1273

ii.

15.

Busolt, Grkchisclic Gcschlchle

b

ff.

Jowett's translation.

11

ii.

p. 105.
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of interpreting them.''
The majority of these ancient
however, are subsequent to Aristotle and many of the

difl5culty

sources,

speculations of modern scholars on the subject were rendered obsolete
by the discovery of his Constitution of Athens which confirms his
statement in the Politics if confirmation is needed. But this document, although it has satisfactorily disposed of some phases of the

problem, has nevertheless occasioned new

In his account

difficulties.

of the constitution before the time of Draco, Aristotle gives the fol-

lowing description of the Areopagus.
as

its

"The Council

of

Areopagus had

constitutionally assigned duty the protection of the laws; but

in point of fact it administered the greater and most important part of
the government of the state and inflicted personal punishments and
fines summarily upon all who misbehaved themselves. This was the
natural consequence of the fact that the Archons were elected under

qualifications of birth

and wealth, and that the Areopagus was com-

posed of those who had served as Archons; for which latter reason the
membership of the Areopagus is the only office which has continued
to be a life-magistracy to the present day."^ According to Aristotle,
then, before the time of Solon or, if the Draconian constitution be
accepted, up to the time of Draco there existed only one council.*
This council was a lineal descendant of the Homeric boule.* The

dispute as to whether

period
'

is

of

it

was

no moment.^

called

It

is

V erfassungsgeschichtc,

Ancient Greek Blood-Vengeame, pp. 269
Alh. Pol.

iii.

6.

the early

kv 'Apelu) TrdYoj l3ov\ri in

For a convenient summary of modern theories on the subject

dltcren athenischen

*
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possible that at the time

pp. 286

ff.

when

cf Ledl,
.

Cf. also Treston, Paine,

the

Stvdien zur

A

Study in

flf.

Kenyon's translation.

The

scholars

who attack

the theory that

the Areopagus existed before Solon's time reject this passage as an interpolation on the
basis of its similarity to the description of the
^

Ath. Pol.

Areopagus under Solon.

iv.

* Actually as the most representative group in the aristocracy the council is comparable to the Homeric assembly which dealt with offences affecting the whole com-

munity.

It

would appear that the

arbitral functions of the ancient boule

and the spon-

taneous judicial functions of the assembly are in a measure combined in the aristocratic council at Athens.

For example, it would be the natural body to try cases of
In the ancient traditions the Areopagus appears as a

homicide, treason and impiety.

famous homicide court.
* Cf. Ilcadlam, Classical Review,
"The later council of the Areopagus
vi. p. 295.
was then the representative of an older Council, the origin of which was lost in antiquity,
but which was doubtless descended from the Homeric Council of Elders. It is, how-

we must follow him (Aristotle) in calling the old Council by the
had in later times. If, as seems most probable, there was only one
would certainly be called ij fiovKii; it may have been connected with the

ever, not so clear that

name which

it

Council then

it

.

.
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second council was instituted the council of elders received the

by which

was known

it

council thus received

its

in later times.

name

was ascribed

in the

It

may

name

also be true that the

time of Solon and on this account

There was, however, a tendency
and to
this tendency may be due the idea that the Areopagus was instituted
by him.^ After the abolition of the kingship the membership of the
council must have been increased to include representatives of all the
noble families. Later a further extension of membership was made to
include the nouveaux riches who increased in number and importance
as commerce expanded. It was now recruited from ex-archons chosen
on a basis of wealth and birth. It could not have been so constituted
until the establishment of the annual archonship, but that it was so
composed before Draco is sufficiently attested by Aristotle.^ It was
still a wholly aristocratic body {apKTTivbrjv koI irKovTivh-nv)
Such an explanation of the origin of the Areopagus fully recognizes
the historical continuity of institutions and depends upon the authority of Aristotle whose critical knowledge of the history of Athenian
institutions makes him a more reliable source of information than

its institution

to him.

in ancient times to refer ancient Athenian institutions to Solon

any

of the other ancient writers

These

Areopagus.

who

discussed the history of the

writers, however, are not entirely in disagreement

with Aristotle, as some scholars have maintained. The myths attest
the great antiquity of the Areopagus as a homicide court.
In a
fragment of Hellanicus there are collected all of the mythical trials
for homicide which were believed to

Areopagus.^

This account

Euripides,* Demosthenes,^
"Apeios irdyos,

if

so the

name

is

is

have taken place before the
found also on the Parian marble,* in

and Pausanias.^

not incorrect; but,

if

I

am

And

the

name

of

the

right in supposing that there

was no older authority than Solon, Aristotle's use of the name for the early period means
nothing more than continuity of existence, and does not tell us anything of the earlier
usage. Without then necessarily accepting the statement that the Council had always
been called after the Areopagus, we may consider it as almost certain that the Council
Areopagus was substantially identical with the early Council."

of the
1

DeSanctis, Storia delta Repubblica ateniese, p. 140.

'^Ath. Pol. iil 6.
'

Scholiast on Euripides, Orestes, 1648.

*

Ep.

^

Electra 1258 S.

3.

the order given
to try Orestes.
*

xxiii.

' I.

65

28. 5.

f

For dramatic purposes Aeschylus in the Eunienides changed

by the other

writers

and represented the court as being

first

instituted

.
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was attributed

hill

A much

there.*

to the fact that Ares

Justice

was the

disputed passage of Plutarch,^

first to

be tried

contrary to the

opinion of several scholars, seems to support the theory that the
Areopagus existed before Solon. The fact that Plutarch says that the
majority believed the Areopagus to be the work of Solon is of no more
importance than Aristotle's statement to the same efifect.'
Plutarch's further statement that Draco never mentions the Areopagus
in his homicide laws cannot be taken as conclusive proof of the later

But the following

establishment of the Areopagus.

section of the

Plutarch passage contains really important information with regard
to the Areopagus in the so-called amnesty law of Solon, according to

which those were excluded from the amnesty who before Solon had
been condemned bj^ the Areopagus.*
This seems to prove conclusively the existence of such a court before the time of Solon, nor

is

there any need of Plutarch's attempt to explain the passage by saying

and that the passage refers to those who were
which at the time of Solon would come under the
jurisdiction of the Areopagus. LedP admits that the passage confirms the existence of a court on the Areopagus in pre-Solonian times.
But he is unduly sceptical in refusing to admit that this court was also
a council of state. In the early period in Greek states the administration of justice was very closely connected with the government
and magistrates and governing bodies regularly exercised judicial
functions. If, then, there was a court sitting on the Areopagus it is
more than likely that it was a governing body as well.
that there

is

condemned

More

an

ellipsis

in cases

difficult to interpret is the

that Draco instituted the ephetae

and that

in addition to

Areopagus.

mention

them Solon

His statement

may

Areopagus in the laws of Draco which were extant in
Here again Ledl makes a distinction between the court

'

Pausanias, ibid. Cf. Suidas, 'Apeios 7rd7o$.

Solon xix.

'Cf. supra, p. 11.

Cf. also Ledl, op.

Cf. Gertrude Smith,

pp. 345
*

Op.

instituted the council of the

be due to the fact that he found no

*

*

efifect

sat in all five homicide courts

of the

his time.

xvi.

passage in Pollux^ to the

who

ff.

cit.

pp. 296

•viii. 125.

f

cit.,

"The Prytaneum

p. 288.

in the

Athenian Amnesty Law," C. P.
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and the council
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Areopagus, declaring that

correct in supposing that the court existed in the time of,

is

and prior

to,

Draco, but that the institution of the council must be
At the same time he admits that Pollux is wrong

attributed to Solon.

Prytaneum.

in assigning the ephetae as judges to the court of the

In view of Pollux' blunder in making the Prytaneum an ephetic court
it is

better to say that he

is

in error also

with regard to the court of

the Areopagus than to try to explain his reference to

For he

is

it

as Ledl does.

forced in the end to admit that the ephetae never sat in the

court of the Areopagus but rather a pre-Solonian council whose

by Solon between the council of the Areopagus
Four Hundred, the judicial functions being
chiefly assigned to the Areopagus. His argument fails to recognize
that the Areopagus of Solon's time was nothing more than a development of this pre-Solonian council to which were assigned all of the
duties were divided

and the council

of the

judicial functions

which Ledl admits formerly belonged

to the pre-

Solonian council as well as some of the executive-administrative

By

functions.

failing to recognize this continuity

testimony of Aristotle

in favor of the inferior

he

is

led to reject the

testimony of Pollux

whose statement regarding the ephetic composition of the Areopagus
during the time of Draco is admittedly wrong. There is obviously,
then, no justification for accepting his other statement regarding

its

by Solon when it is at variance with the evidence both
the Politics and of the Constitution of Athens.

of

institution

From
senatorial

the earliest times the Areopagus continued to exercise both

and

judicial functions.

According to Aristotle

administered the government of the state.

It also

it

virtually

appointed the

archons and other magistrates.^

Its judicial activity is attested by
myths which represent the Areopagus as a homicide court, as well
as by Aristotle's account which assigns to the Areopagus of the period
before Draco some kind of judicial functions without definitely specifying its character as a homicide court.But this function may well

the

be included under the statement that

ments and

fines

Apparently

all

That

it

summarily upon

all

it

"inflicted personal punish-

who misbehaved

themselves."

criminal matters were in the hands of the Areopagus.

dealt with cases of treason before Solon as well as after

»

Ath. Pol.

viii. 2.

*

Ath. Pol.

iii.

6.

is
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proved by the amnesty law.^ The Areopagus then is nothing more
than the old aristocratic senate which developed out of the council
This two-fold function, judicial and
of elders of the Homeric age.
political, is quite in accord with the system in vogue in other states.
For example, the Council of Elders in Crete, composed of those who
had held the office of /coajuos, acted both as council of state and as a
court.^
At Sparta the Gerousia, the main function of which was
political, was also a court which dealt with criminal cases.'
A discussion of the Areopagus inevitably involves an examination

and institution of the ephetae. The question of the
body and its relation to the Areopagus presents even a
greater number of problems because of the meager ancient evidence
on the subject. One ancient source mentions an age qualification
of the identity

origin of this

according to which the ephetae were required to be above

fifty

years

Comparing this statement with other known age qualificaat Athens, some scholars have accepted the fifty year require-

of age.*

tions

ment in the case of the ephetae. Men over
known to have been chosen as ambassadors.*

fifty

years of age are

Another example of
the fifty year qualification is found in a law of Solon which gave
precedence in speaking before the assembly to those who had passed
this age.®
The age qualification for the ephetae occurs only in two
'

Cf. Gertrude Smith, op.

cil.

and senatorial
"But he (Solon)

Aristotle describes the judicial

functions of the Areopagus in the time of

Solon as

follows.

assigned to the Areopagus the duty of superintending the laws, so

be the guardian of the constitution in general.

before, to

citizens in all the

most important matters, and corrected

to inflict either fines or personal punishment.

It

ofifenders,

having

full

power

It also tried those

conspired for the overthrow of the state, Solon having enacted a process of im-

peachment
-

to deal with such offenders." {Ath. Pol.

Cf. Gilbert, Griechische Staatsallertiimer,

ii.

Cf. Gilbert, Constitutional Antiquities, p. 80.

*

Suidas and Photius,
?xo'''''ts ol

5.

v.

embassies

who
De

Krech,

v'

iri)

ytyovore'i Kai

apiara

fiefiioiKevai

Kal Ttts <f)OVLKas S'tKas hdiKa^op.

'Plutarch, Pericles xv'n;
publicis, p. 52,

avdpti virtp

viii. 4.)

p. 221.

'

vx6\7]\piv

use.

continued, as

The money received in fines it brought up

into the Acropolis, without assigning the reason for the punishment.

who

titat it

kept watch over the

CIA

1.40.17.

Poland,

De

Legalionihus Graccorum

contends that there was once a law forbidding men to be sent on
were not at least fifty years of age, but that the law early fell into dis-

was
was customary to send the older men on such missions. If there
this effect there would be no reason for the inclusion of the age

Crateri ^Tj^ior/idTWJ' awayuyfjjp.iO, n. 48, believes that there never

such a law, but that

had been a law

to

it

specification in the inscription.
*

Aeschines, Tim.

xxiii, ris

iyoptveiv povXerai ruv virtp irevTrfKovTa

Cf. Ctesiph. iv; Gilbert, Constitutional Antiquities, p. 294.

errj

yeyovdruv.
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it is

When

of the ephetae.

the result of con-

once the confusion

arose comparison with other age qualifications would tend to confirm

Furthermore

it.

ment

it is

the Areopagus

who

tried the

to suppose that there

was an age requirewas none for members of

quite improbable that there

in the case of the ephetae

was a

when

most

there

serious homicide cases.

limit for those

who

It is

absurd

tried less serious cases.

The number of ephetae is established for the time of Draco as fiftyThere is no known historical reason for such a number and

one.^

have been many and ingenious, but quite
lies ready to
hand. The ephetae were really commissions of the Areopagus. The
odd number at once suggests the analogy of the later popular courts of
201 and 501.^ The tendency of institutions to persist in more or less
modified form even when political conditions are fundamentally
changed points in the same direction. The ephetae are the prototype
of the popular courts. The odd number is intended to prevent a tie.
It is uncertain whether the archon basileus was one of the fifty-one
ephetae or whether he merely acted as the presiding officer. In favor
of the former view it may be argued that since he voted in the Areopagus he voted in the courts of the ephetae also. It cannot be assumed
that he voted in addition to the fifty-one ephetae for that would have
destroyed the odd number. If he voted at all it was as an ephetes.
On the other side it may be argued that as the chairman of the popular
courts did not vote, so the archon basileus did not vote in the ephetic
the attempts to explain

it

unconvincing. 2 Quite a simple and natural explanation

*

CIA

'

Lange, "Die Epheten und der Areopag vor Solon," Abhand.

I.

Zonaras, p. 926, erroneously gives the

61.

sckaft d. WisscnscJmften, 1879, pp.

204

ff.,

number

as 80.
d. k. sacks. Gesell-

was composed of
and that the ephetae consisted

believes that the Areopagus

fifteen

men from each

of the

same body minus the nine archons.
number included

of the four pre-Cleisthenean tribes

Miiller (introduction to Aeschylus'

Eume-

from each of the Cleisthenean tribes
with the addition of the archon basileus. Schoem.ann, Antiq.jur. publ. p. 171, advanced
the theory that the ephetae were a combination of twelve men chosen from each of the
four pre-Cleisthenean tribes and three exegetae. A variation of Schoemann's theory
is a substitution of the archon basileus and his two paredroi for the exegetae.
The
attempt to identify the ephetae with the naukraroi has met with slight approval.

nides) suggested that the

five

^ Headlam, Classical Review,
vi. pp. 252 and 297, suggests that the court of the 51
ephetae must have been the model for the later popular courts with panels of odd
numbers. Neither Headlam himself nor subsequent writers recognized the importance

of the suggestion for the solution of the

ephetae.

Cf.

Wilamowitz,

Staatsaltertumcr,

i.

Aristoteles

p. 137, n.

1.

much vexed

und

At/ten,

i.

question of the institution of the

p. 251, n. 137; Gilbert, Griechische
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The sharp distinction made between the archon basileus
courts.
and the ephetae in the Draconian code has led many to believe that
he was not an ephetes.
The ephetae cannot be a single group of fifty-one specific individuals. Owing to possible illness, if for no other reason, there could
be no assurance that any body of fifty-one men would always be
available for service

attendance of a

full

when

The only means of assuring the
to draw them from a larger
the popular courts were drawn from the

required.

complement would be

body

as the need arose, just as
6000 annual jurymen. Obviously

Some confirmation

of this is to

this group was the Areopagus.
be found in a statement of Pollux,

hitherto regarded as an error, to the effect that before Solon the ephetae sat in the Areopagus. ediKa^ov 8e rots

This expression

Tois irevT€ SiKaarripLoLs.^

is

€<^'

a'ifiaTi

ev

SicoKonevoLs

perfectly natural

if

the

ephetae were drawn from the membership of the Areopagus. As to
the method of selection there can be little doubt that it was by lot
which was not unknown in oligarchic constitutions.^
The etymologies of k(i>eT-qs commonly given do not support this
interpretation.^
A further derivation from kciyleadaL may be

—

—

^

Pollux

viii.

125.

The

five

homicide courts were the Areopagus, the Palladium,

the Delphinium, in Phreatto, and the Prytaneum.
2

The evidence

of Aristotle

makes

Cf. supra, p. 14.

this suggestion plausible.

three homicide courts, the Palladium, the Delphinium,

XaxwTes raOra

h4>kTai.

(Aih. Pol.

tion for Harpocration,

who

Ivii. 4).

e<^erai

and

In speaking of the

in Phreatto he says cl

appears to be the only possible restora-

discusses the ephetae, derives his information from the

ConstittUion of Athens. kirlTiaWabiw' ArjuocrOei'rj^iv T(^KaTa'ApicyTOKpaTovs. diKacrrripidi'
ioTiv oCtco KoKovixevov, ws kol 'ApicrroreX^jj ev 'A6i]vai<j:u
CLKovalov 4>6vov Kal ^ovKtvcxews oi hfikTai.

There

is

iroKirela,

ev

y

biKa^ovatv

no other extant passage on which

Harpocration's statement could be based.
'

The word

assistance here.

name from

occurs in the sense of chief in Aeschylus' Pcrsac 79, but this

is

of

no

Pollux regarded the ephetae as a court of appeal, thus deriving the

i<peaL^os.

This description of the court Lipsius pronounces impossible both

and on the ground of the facts in the case (Das Attische Rcchl, p. 15, n.
53). He himself derives the word from etjjieadaL (connected with e4>eTiir]) and defines it
as "Anzeiger des Rechts," equivalent apparently to the later i^r]yr]Tr]i. Schoemann
much earlier had claimed this same etymology for the word, but explained it as their
determination of how the accused was to be dealt with in individual cases {de Areopago
et ephetis, pp. 7 f.)
But Philippi has shown that such a name might apply equally well
to any college of judges {Dcr Areopag tind die Ephclen, p. 213). He himself accepts
Lange's explanation {de ephetarum Athcniensium nomine, pp. 11 ff.) that the word is a
compound of ctti and Irais, i.e. representatives of the citizens standing in the condition
of relationship to one another. According to this view, however, they would constitute
an administrative council as well as a homicide court, which was not the case. There
linguistically
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word be understood in the passive sense it can
sent out as a commission" from a larger body. There

If the

mean "men

may be some difficulty in understanding the word passively, since
nouns in -ttjs denoting agent are regularly active in force. It is not
impossible, however, that the

noun should have come from the
verbal in -tos and that under the influence of names of other officials
ending in -rris it was changed by analogy from €</)eros to e^erTjs. This
explanation of the word is supported by the word d^errys which is
used passively of a freed slave.*
It may well be that the ephetae were instituted when the
distinction between different classes of homicide began to be recognized.
The development possibly was as follows. Before different classes of

homicide were distinguished the Areopagus tried all cases. All types
were treated in the same way. But homicides who had slain unintentionally or felt that their acts were justifiable began to resort to
temples for refuge or purification and claimed protection on these
grounds, but as litigation and political activity increased it was not
convenient to assemble the whole Areopagus so frequently. So, while
the whole body continued to sit on the most important cases, they
sought relief by drafting sections from their own number to deal with
the less important cases.^
It would be natural to try the suppliants
on the spot. Hence the committee would try the case where the
suppliant had taken refuge. This is obviously what Photius means

when he describes the ephetae as iivSpes o'ltlvcs irepuopTes kdiKa^ou.^
Just as in later times each Heliastic court represented the whole body
of dicasts so the ephetae represented the Areopagus. A passage from
Photius describing the ephetae as aptcTa ^ejSLWKhaL v'!rb\y]^pi,v txovres
supports this view.

As members

of the

Areopagus they would be

no evidence that they had any functions aside from their activity as a murder court.
DeSanctis' view that they had to do v/ith granting permission for religious purification
is not deserving of serious consideration {op. cil.
pp. 169 f.). Ledl, op. cit. pp. 335 f.,
derives the word from ktjiikvai. in the sense that the ephetae permit an objection
of the
defendant to the plaintiff's conception of the act, i.e. they determine whether he shall
be tried on a charge of murder or involuntary or justifiable homicide.
is

^

Athenaeus 271 F.

There could be different sections, but not concurrent sessions, since the presence
of the archon basileus was required at each session of each of the
courts.
2

' s.

V.

17.

The passage is thus quite intelligible and there is no need to emend
6vtk, in accordance with Zonaras' account of the number. Cf. supra, p.

60erai.

vepiidvTfs to

tt'
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of

Justici-:

ex-archons and as such would have passed a successful dokimasia and

Hence the description may be accepted

audit before their admission.
as

it

stands rather than as a perversion of Pollux'

apiaTlv^-qv, as it is

usually understood.^

This passage of Pollux alone contains a reference to a class qualistatement that they
were chosen api(TTivbr]v from the law of Draco.^ But if this is the case
he has misinterpreted the law, tovtov^ 8^ ot irtvri^Kovra koL eh apia-TivS^jv
fication for the ephetae. Possibly he derived his

The word

aipeiadoiv.

refers not to the class

api.(TTiv8r]v

from which the

ephetae were chosen, but to that from which they were to choose a
certain

number

of

phratry members.

who mentions

sole authority

this

The

fact that Pollux

is

the

qualification lends color to the

theory that he merely misunderstood Draco's law.

But

if

this

explanation be thought unsatisfactory and Pollux' statement be

accepted at

its

face value

came

it

can only be understood to mean that the

nouveaux riches were
But the nouveaux riches before the time
of Draco were eligible for magistracies. Hence it is unreasonable that
they should submit to be excluded from the Areopagus. The explanation must be that the old qualification continued to be used after the
nouveaux riches were admitted to ofiice but was understood to include
all members of the aristocracy whether by wealth or by birth.
It is
not probable that there would be a more stringent qualification for the
ephetae than for members of the Areopagus who had the most
important political and judicial duties in the state. The ephetae who
were instituted for less important work can hardly have been a more
institution

into existence before the

included in the aristocracy.

exclusive body.

In

fact, the use of

api.<xTii>8r]u

may

indicate a qualifi-

cation for the ephetae exactly like that of the Areopagus.

There are no means of determining whether a fresh group of
ephetae was drawn for each case or whether they merely filled the gaps

due to death,

illness or

as far as possible.

other causes, leaving the personnel the same

The analogy

of the

popular courts does not help.

There are some indications that in the fifth century the same group
sat day after day under the same magistrate.^
Meyer, Geschichle des AUertums,

^

Cf.

*

Pollux

viii.

125.

t4>iTai t6i> jut/

ii.

p. 579.

Apidndu

els (cat

irtvTriKovTa., Ap6.Ka}i>

S'

aiirovs

is

beyond

KariffTrjffep i.pt.<rrlvbriv alpedkvTas.
' Cf. Lipsius, op. cit.,
pp. 137 f. The later history of the ephetae, which
the scope of the present treatise I hope to make clear in a subsequent paper.
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According to Plutarch the Alcmaeonidae who were involved in the
curse of Cylon were tried by a court of 300 selected from the aristocThis has led to the belief that there was in Athens a second
racy.^
counc'l, composed of 300 members.^ But there is no evidence whatever for any further activity on the part of such a body and it is
much more plausible to suppose that a special court was provided for
composition
this very important case.' Any theory with regard to the
of the court

must

necessarily be entirely conjectural, but

it

may be

suggested that for important trials the number of ephetae could easily
be increased. The members of this tribunal being Areopagites constituted a representative commission of the sovereign body of the

In the same

state.

way under

times enlarged juries,

e.g.

the system of popular courts in later

1001, occasionally tried cases."

With the council of the Areopagus were associated the officials
who had inherited the royal powers. Aristotle describes the gradual
transition from kingship to aristocracy. "Now the ancient constitufollows.
tion as it existed before the time of Draco, was organized as
and
birth
of
qualifications
to
according
The magistrates were elected
At

wealth.

of ten years.

first

they governed for

The

first

life,

but subsequently for terms

magistrates, both in date

and

in

importance,

were the King, the Polem-arch and the Archon. The earliest of these
antiquity.
offices was that of the King, which existed from ancestral
office of Polemarch, on account of
in war; for which reason Ion was
feeble
proving
some of the kings
of pressing need. The last
occasion
an
on
post
the
invited to accept
which most authorities
Archon,
the
of
that
was
offices
of the three
Medon. Others assign
of
time
in
the
existence
into
come
have
state to

To

this

was added, secondly, the

to the time of Acastus, and adduce as proof the fact that the nine
Archons swear to execute their oath 'as in the days of Acastus,' which
seems to suggest that it was in his reign that the descendants of

it

1

Solon

2

Cf. Philippi,

xii.

Der Areopag und

»Cf. Wilamowitz,

Aristokles

die

und

Ephekn, pp. 240
Allien,

ii.

p.

ff.

55.

"Schliesslich

erzwang die

Gemeinde doch eine Abrechnung; aber sie geschah bereits durch ein grosses Ausnahwhich
megericht von 300 Standesgenossen." Cf. the boule of the partisans of Isagoras
(HerodoAthens
at
Alcmaeonidae
the
on
attack
later
Cleomenes tried to establish in a
Cf. Sandys, Aristotle's Constitution of
It also consisted of 300 members.
tus V. 72).
Athens, p.
«

1.

Cf. Vinogradoff, Outlines of Historical Jurisprudence, vol.

of the Greek City, p. 181.

ii.
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Codrus retired from the kingship in return for the prerogatives conupon the Archon. Whichever way it be, the difference in date
is small; but that it was the last of these magistracies to be created is
shown by the fact that the Archon has no part in the ancestral
sacrifices, as the King and Polemarch have, but only in those of later
origin.
So it is only at a comparatively late date that the ofiice of
Archon has become of great importance, by successive accretions of
power. The Thesmothetae were appointed many years afterward,
when these offices had already become annual; and the object of their
creation was that they might publicly record all legal decisions, and
act as guardians of them with a view to executing judgment upon
ferred

transgressors of the law.
Accordingly their ofi&ce, alone of those
which have been mentioned, was never of more than annual duration.
So far, then, do these magistracies precede all others in point of date.
They had power to decide cases finally on their own authority,
not, as now, merely to hold a preliminary hearing."^
Along with the political functions of the king the three archons
inherited his judicial functions which tended to overshadow their
.

.

.

other duties.^

The

exercire of judicial functions

by the magistrates

Greek legal systems.' The archons did not sit
as a body, but each archon adjudicated the cases assigned to him.
They had final jurisdiction, for not until the reforms of Solon was
provision made for an appeal from the decision of the magistrates.'*
The archon judged mainly cases in which the family was involved,

was

characteristic of

that

is

cases of injured parents, orphans, or heiresses.

The

juris-

diction of the archon was concerned with civil suits, especially
those dealing with property. No doubt a survival from a period when
his jurisdiction was much wider is to be found in his proclamation on

Kenyon's translation.

^

Ath. Pol.

^

In the case of the polemarch this can be definitely shown.

iii.

Cleisthenes there are several instances of Athenian generals in chief

Before the time of

command in

battle

Thompson, "The Athenian Polemarch," Trj-nsaclions of
At the battle of Marathon the
ihe American Philological Association, 1894, p. xviii.
position of the polemarch was purely honorary, a mere survival of the real power which
he once possessed. Judicial duties tended to confine him to the city. When the Athenians begin to send out commercial and colonizing expeditions the generals must have
assumed the actual command. Thompson concludes that the time when the polemarch lost his actual command cannot be determined, but the development of the
oTparrjyia must have begun about the end of the seventh century.
in place of the polemarch.

'

Cf. injra, p. 25.

*Alh.Pol.ix.

1.

Cf.

.
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possessed before he
entering office to the effect that "whatever anyone
the end of his
entered into office, that he shall possess and hold until
The polemarch was for foreigners what the archon was for
term."^
citizens,

basileus conducted cases connected with

and the archon

homicide
In particular he was the presiding officer in
archon
king
whether the
courts. There has been some dispute as to
of
code
The
officials.
presided alone or was joined by certain other
investipreliminary
represents "the kings" as presiding at the
religion!

Draco

which court the
gation in a homicide case and as deciding before

The amnesty
held, diKateiv 8e tovs ^aaiXeas ahtuv (j)6vov.
homicide
five
all
at
law of Solon mentions "kings" as presiding
of
identity
the
to
as
Four theories have been advanced
courts.2
;3
the
three
first
the
least
at
these kings: all of the nine archons or

trial

would be

tribes;^ the archon
phylobasileis or kings of the pre-Cleisthenean
basileus alone.«
archon
;5
the
basileus and the phylobasileis combined
that such a
objected
be
may
it
the first of these theories

Against

after the institudesignation of the archons in an official document
phrase were so
the
If
unthinkable.
tion^of the annual archonship is
use in 409/8
practical
for
down
copied
when the law was

understood

king archon
would surely have been changed for at that time the
thought of.
alone
be
naturally
would
presided in murder courts and
archons
nine
the
of
court
a
that
is
Another objection to the theory
such a
In
inconceivable.
is
archon
king
under the presidency of the
presidency.
the
held
have
naturally
would
case the archon eponymous

it

archon

The second of the four theories is negligible since the king
conjunction
must have been included whether he presided alone or in
and the
archon
king
the
of
combination
The
with the phylobasileis.
the
But
alone.
number
plural
the
by
supported
phylobasileis is
later
In one of the
plural number may be explained otherwise.
speeches of Antiphon whose career ended in 411,

it

is

definitely

Cf. Bury, History of Greece, p. 171.
Ivi. 2.
Smith, "The PryAndocides i. 78. For a revised text of the law cf. Gertrude
348.
xvi.
P.
C.
p.
Law,"
taneiun in the Athenian Amnesty
1

Ath. Pol.

2

3

Curtius, Bcrkhte d. Bcrl. Akad. 1873, pp. 288, 290.

<

Wachsmuth,

SlaAt Athen,

^Schoemann, Jahr.f.
p. 26; Treston, op.

cit.

kl.

pp. 195

i.

pp. 469

ff.

Phil. cxi. pp. 153

ff.;

cxiii.

pp. 233 ff.; Busolt, op.
Gertrude Smith, op. cit. pp. 352 f
cit.

ff.;

Lipsius, op.

cit.

CIA i. 61; Lange, op. cit.\
n. 2;
p. 159, n. 1; Gilbert, Beilrage, p. 489,

sKohler, Rheinisches Museum, xxix. p. 8; Kirchhoff,
PhiUppi, op.

pp. 16

ff.

cit. ii.
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stated that the king conducted the preliminary investigation in

homicide cases.^

There

no reference to phylobasileis or any other

is

The procedure here referred to is that of the law of Draco.
These laws were revised and inscribed in 409/8. It is impossible
that any change should have been made in the presidency of the
homicide courts in this revision. The "kings" in the law must, as

kings.

Kohler suggests, be the king archons in succession.^
Aristotle

is

the sole important authority for the origin and institu-

The purpose

tion of the thesmothetae.

avaypa^avres

This

Modern

is

ortos

Kpiaiv.^

a.fj,<})La^riTOvvTO}V

not a very explicit statement; Aristotle

is

logizing.

was

of their creation

to. deafiia (^uXdrTOJcrt irpos T-qv rCiV

probably etymo-

scholars have argued that their duty

was

either to

reduce to writing the customary law in an authoritative form or to
record the legal principles underlying the decisions either of themselves or of other judicial
It is possible,

officers.'*

sense also legislators.

It

is

officers

need should be

any

To

the three archons.^

of

in a

for additional

felt

take care of the business which did not

jurisdiction of

and

quite natural that as the city grew and

judicial business increased the
oflScials to

Either view presents difficulties.

however, that they were both judicial

fall

under the

relieve the

archons

1 vi. 42.
Jebb, Attic Orators I, p. 62, n. 1, places this speech several years after
the de caede Herodis which was probably spoken between 421 and 416 B.C.

2

The

plural ^aatXrjs in Plato,

refer to the king archons.

theory that the word here
'

Ath. Pol.

Anecdota
*

i.

iii.

p. 264)

and

Cf. Lipsius, op.

pp. 335

ff.;

A

4.

is

to be understood in the Platonic sense.

similar statement appears in the Lexica Segueriana (Bekker,

in Harpocration,

cil.

Wilamowitz,

stitution, p. 129;

Menexenus 238D, has regularly been understood to
who advances the

Cf. Shorey, Classical Philology v. p. 361,

s. v. BeafjioOtTaL.

p. 12, n. 44; Busolt, op.
op.

Bury, op.

cil.

cit.

i.

p. 245;

cit. ii.

Sandys, op.

p. 177; Ziehen, Rhein.

cit.

p. 8; Botsford,

Mus.

liv,

Athenian Con-

p. 176; Ledl, op. cit. p. 269.

The

various theories which have been advanced regarding the number and
origin of the thesmothetae have no bearing on this discussion. It has been suggested
*

that they originated as

independent judicial

irapeSpoi.

officers to

or assistants to the other magistrates

and were made

take over part of the judicial business of these magis-

trates. Cf. GilhertjConstitutional Antiquities, p. 113; Lecoutere,

UArchontal athenien,p.
Bury, op. cit.
p. 176, suggests that "the number of 'six was determined by the fact that they originated in a compromise between the orders, three being Eupatrids, two Georgi, and
one a Demiurgos." DeSanctis, op. cit. p. 137, contends that the number was not
1

14.

This theory

is

inconsistent with their later activity as a college.

new thesmothetae were added as the number and importance
which came before them increased.

originally six, but that
of the cases
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the college^ of the thesmothetae was created who presumably took
over cases which were not connected with the official duties of the
With their institution there came into existence
three archons.-^
alongside of the magistrates with judicial functions a body of special
judicial officers. A definite attempt is thus made to systematize more
highly the administration of justice. This practice is characteristic
In the Gortyn code, for instance,
of other Greek judicial systems.
the KoanoL or chief magistrates had special judicial functions. For
example, the kocthos ^mos in his character as judge, seems to be

Aside from the Koafiot there were
They coralways as diKaarai.
appointed
for
specially
far
they
were
general
way,
in
so
as
a
in
respond
development
normal
a
This
is
the
thesmothetae.
purposes,
to
judicial
parallel to the

polemarch at Athens.

special judicial officers, referred to

which is bound to take place with the expansion of the state and the
consequent growth of litigation.
In applying customary law to specific cases and recording their
decisions they are in a sense legislators, because, as has been well
said, "in the absence of a written code, those

the laws

may

who

be properly said to make them."^

declare
It

may

that the practice of recording judicial decisions was

and interpret
be suggested

new

at the

and that their name is due to the novelty
time
Aristotle employs the
of the custom now followed by all magistrates.
word dka/xLa. The more common form dea-nol, analogous to the defiKxres
of Homer, includes both general laws and particular sentences.*
The two ideas are not ye,t discriminated. General law is conceived
only in its application to some paitioilar case. "The thesmothetae,
of their institution

.

therefore, received their

name not merely

from, the fact that they

* DeSanctib, op. cit. p. 130, asserts that the thebrpothetae did not 3iC* as a college,
but separate Iv. He argues also tjif t the even number of six is opposed to their acting
as a college. Grote admits that the thesmothetae sometimes acted as a board, some-

times individually {History of Greece,

iii.

p. 74).

Lipsius, op.

cit.

p. 68, n. 60, is right in

contending that they acted only as a college.
2

It is quite possible that the

the archonship was

thesmothetae came into existence at the time when

made an annual

institution could not

office.

Busolt, op.

cit. ii.

p. 177, asserts that the

have been created until there was written law.

written until the seventh century so that Aristotle
after the beginning of the

nine archons (Thucydides

is

In 630 (attempt of Cylon) there were
So they must have been instituted about the middle

annual archonship.
i.

126).

of the seventh century.
'

Thirlwall,

ii.

*

Grote, op.

cit. iii.

17,

quoted by Sandys, op.
p. 75.

Laws were not

correct in placing the institution

cit.

p. 8.
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made law by administering

it,

of Justice

but from being the

first to

lay

it

down

in written decisions."^

The advantage

of this explanation

is

that

it

accounts for the

fifth and fourth
Aside from their strictly judicial business which included
a large variety of cases they had general supervision of the laws and

later two-fold function of the

thesmothetae in the

centuries.

directed their annual revision.^

growth

These duties were a natural outmakers and recorders of judicial
and fourth centuries the thesmothetae were

of their early activities as

decisions.
In the fifth
mainly concerned with criminal cases. Civil suits ordinarily came
before the Forty and the elaayuyeis. In the early period cases that
intimately concerned the whole public were dealt with by the body

most representative of public opinion. Thus in Homer the assembly
was the normal medium for the expression of such public will as there
was.^ Under the aristocracy in Athens in the pre-Solonian period the
senate was the most suitable body for taking public action. The
Areopagus appears only as a homicide court in the fifth and fourth
centuries, but in an earlier period it dealt with matters which concerned the entire community, e.g. treason and impiety.^ Now the
jurisdiction of the thesmothetae must have fallen between that of
the archons and that of the Areopagus. This would include both
criminal and civil suits. Aristotle's words ttjv twv aiJL4)La^r]TovvToov Kpiaiv

may

indicate, as DeSanctis believes, that the majority of the cases
which originally came before them were civil suits. ^
It may be a
matter of accident that, in 'dj vesting. themselves of a part of their

duties as litigation increased the}" tended to -tecerve criminal cases
for themselves
dijiJLovs

On
of

and

any "to

"turn over civil suits Brct'to the biKaaral Kara

laier.to other ofiicials,

the- basis of

a passage'in

namely the Forty and the

Fiji b^tci;, preferring to

daayoi^yels.

thg arnnesty law

Solon a number of scholars wrongly beMive that in pre-Solonian

times there existed a court at the Prytaneum, distinct from the

homicide court of the same name, which tried those who were accused
'

Kenyon,

op. cU. p. 8.

Cf. DeSanctis, op.

cil.

p. 133,

"tesmoteta e in realta ogni

giudice in quanto afferma dci principi di diritto applicandoli al caso speciale."
»

Gilbert, op.

*

Cf. supra, p.

*

Its jurisdiction in the fifth

up sacred
^Op.

cit.

olive trees
cit.

p. 302.

2.

p. 136.

is

and fourth centuries over those charged with tearing

a survival of this practice.

Cf. Lysias

vii.
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attempting to establish a tyranny.^
This law which Plutarch
own words is reproduced in the decree of Patrocleides
of the year 405 which reenacted the ancient law of Solon. The
amnesty was extended to all an/iot, tXtjv owoaa h aTrjXats yeypawTat.
tC}v fXT} hdade neLvavrCiiv, fj e^ 'Apeiov irayov rj tCjv k(f)eTC}u
eK irpvravdov
of

reports in his

fj

eSiKaadr) viro tccv ^aatXkoiv

fi

evrt (}>bv(^ tis

The

eart 4)vyr}

r)

davaros Kartyviiadri

homicide courts are here listed.
At no time in Athenian
history could so serious a crime as treason have been dealt with either
by the king archon and the phylobasileis,^ or by the nine archons
under the chairmanship of the archon basileus, an official whose
T]

(T<l)ayev(Tt.v

The words

TvpavvoLs.^

fj

U

five

-Kpvravdov refer to one of these.

duties were religious in character.*

In

brief, the officers

and bodies which composed the Athenian

judiciary in the early period were the following.

The

three archons

exerci ed judicial functions in addition to their political activities.
Beside these there existed a group of special judicial officials called

The Areopagus, composed

thesmothetae.

of ex-archons after the

institution of the annual archonship,

had a two-fold character, for it
was both an administrative and a judicial body. Commissions of the
Areopagus, the members of which were known as ephetae, were
appointed to try

less

important homicide cases

in the

Palladium, the

Delphinium and in Phreatto. It is possible that several sections
might meet together to try special cases which were not important
enough to come before the Areopagus assembled as a whole. Lastly,
the phylobasileis, sitting in the Prytaneum under the presidency of
the archon basileus, tried animals and inanimate objects which had

caused the death of a

human

being.^

Available information with regard to the Athenian judiciary,
*

Solon xix.

*

Andocides

i.

78.

law, cf Gertrude Smith,
.

3

For the text here given and a detailed discussion of the whole
CP. xvi. pp. 345 ff.

Meyer, Geschichtc des Akrtums,

pp. 108

ii.

233 A; Keil,

Die Solonische Verfassung,

flf.

*

Lange, op.

s

The

cit. p. 223; Philippi, op. cit. pp. 217 ff.; Lipsius, op. cit.
pp. 24, 61 ff.
discussion regarding the identity of the prytaneis mentioned in the constitution of Draco (Aristotle, Ath. Pol. iv. 2) is not of great importance for the
purpose

They may have been identical
may have been the presidents of

of this treatise.

with the nine archons

loc), or they

the

new

ever, affect the discussion of the judiciary of the period.

that they were the standing committee of the
transferred

some

of the judicial

council.

Gilbert, op.

(cf.

They do
cit.

Sandys, ad
not,

how-

p. 125, suggests

new council and that to them were
powers which the Areopagus had formerly exercised.

—
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many diflScult problems, is far fuller than that with regard
any other. The surviving fragments of the Greek codes, however,

despite
to

of Justice

its

indicate that there were regularly two groups of judicial

officials,

magistrates with judicial functions and especially appointed judicial

At Gortyn in Crete, for intance, the judges were divided
two
groups,
the first of which consisted of magistrates with
into
officials.

judicial functions called

ten in number.^

koo-juoi,

Their exact func-

even clear that all of the Koanoi acted as
is
likely
It
that
it
was an annual office, since the name of
judges.
one of them served to date the year.^ The most frequently mentioned
tion

is

is

uncertain, nor

the Kocfios

is it

who apparently corresponded

^evLos

Athens, the representative of

all

non-citizens.^

to the
It

is

polemarch at

the recorder of

who pays the sum due the adopted child after his repudiaAs the protector of the rights of the freedman he appears in a

this Koafios
tion.*

The particular kocthos is not specified before whom
must take their case if some one marries an heiress
Perhaps, as was the case with the eponymous
contrary to law.^
archon at Athens, so at Gortyn the eponymous Koafxas had charge of
popular decree.^

the heirs-at-law

matters dealing with the family; but the analogy cannot be pressed.

—

—

The second group of judges Si/cao-rat were appointed especially as
judicial officers. They are given specific names in only two instances,
and

Toi TOLV iratprjidp biKaacTai

6s

Ka rov heKvpov

functions of these two judges are not clear.

whom

judge before
K

biri

€7ri/3dXX€i,

dififerent

dLKO.drjL,''

The law

but the

specified the

each particular case was to be brought, fioXiv
There were evidently then

peKaaTo eyparraL.^

courts for the different kinds of suits just as at Athens, with

the distinction that in Gortyn the court consisted of one judge before

whom

the trial took place rather than a jury.
Other Greek legal systems also assigned judicial functions to the
regular magistrates. In Sparta the kings retained some judicial func•

For the date

"

Gortyn Code,

'

Cf. Lipsius,

Gortyn code,

of the

Cf. the

v. 6.

cf infra, p. 32, n. 4.
.

eponymous archon at Athens.

"Zum Recht von

senschaften, xxvii. pp. 393

ff.,

for

Gortyn," Abhand. d. k. sacks. Gesellschaft d. Wisa court for foreigners for complaints of foreigners

against citizens.
*

Gortyn Code,

*

Ziebarth,

•

Gortyn Code,

xi.

Das

'

Ziebarth, op.

«

Gortyn Code,

14

ff.

Stadtrecht von Gortyn, p. 33.
viii.

cit.

ix.

55.

p. 32.

23.

Cf

.

vi.

29

ff.

i.
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tions, in general all cases which involved family rights.
The ephors
decided suits which arose out of contracts unless the dispute was

by arbitration. They also had judicial functions in connection
with their duties as superintendents of police.^
Such also was the
case among the Locrians under the laws of Zaleucus.^ Of the two
groups the magistrates acting as judicial officers are of course the
settled

earlier,

a survival from the time

functions were
ofl&cers

all

combined

when

in the

and

religious, political

person of a king.

judicial

Special judicial

were naturally created as the state expanded.

Some

of the

early codes apparently provided for popular courts.

That the people
had popular courts under the laws of Charondas is

of Catana in Sicily
shown by the law imposing a

but there

fine for failure to perform jury service,'
no information about their organization or jurisdiction.

is

There are references

to dt-Kaarai

these popular courts.*

which probably

refer to the jurors of

In one case at Locris the proceedings were

before the assembly of 1000.*

But this was an action for the alteraan existing law and the people, if they constituted the legislative body, would naturally hear the case. It does not imply that they
tion of

were also a regular judicial body.
There are references to other
judge and each

The

(jipaficov).^

judgment

Koaixos

as well

his

duties of these ofl&cials consisted in recording the

of the ofiicial

whom they served. In one instance,
man who was still in debt through defeat

under

in the case of the death of a

in a lawsuit, the testimony of the judge

outcome

Each
remembrancer or recorder

judicial officials at Gortyn.

had

and

his recorder regarding the

of that suit aided the creditor in recovering the

the debt from heirs of the deceased.^

This case has given

amount

of

rise to

the

view that there were no written records, but that the judge and

his

recorder served as oral witnesses of what had taken place.

money due

the

the repudiated child the recorder of the

became a witness both
>

Gilbert, op.

cit.

to the fact of the repudiation

pp. 46, 81.

*

Diodorus

»

Aristotle, Politics 1297 a 23.

*

Strabo

*

Polybius

*

Gortyn Code,
Gortyn Code,

^

xii.

vi.

20.

260.

xii. 16.

xi.

16;

ix.

31

ix.
ff.

32; Ziebarth, op.

cit.

pp. 32, i3,

ii.

By paying
Koa/xos

and

^hios

to the
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payment.*
Another obscure group of judicial oflacials is mentioned
in one instance as enforcing the penalty.^
One very short and very fragmentary inscription furnishes the sole
indisputable evidence for the existence of private arbitrators at
Gortyn.'
BvKoi Tots kiTiTpa-KOvai

V
cot

fi

fc'

iirLTpawcovTL, fjir]8aTepo-

'H 8e Ka vap-

vs Kara^XairedaL.
icovTL

Kai Kad' ev6$ yevcjvr-

ai, kSSiKaKacLTco kv
<tI

K&Kar]i,

rats rpi-

Ai 8e Ka

AfxepaiS.

avTov arrjOaL

fxrj

e55t-

cot k' kiriT-

pdiroivri to Kprjios viro rcot /xe-

Ai de

fiTTOjievcji.
i

Tt'

The

arbitrator

is

k' d/tTrorepot o-

fiuXtonkvoi kTnTpkiroiVTL, vd-IXTTOTepOLS.

designated by the formula

ojt

k' kiriTpkirfjiVTi,.

Some-

times he was chosen by one of the parties and accepted by the other

two might choose him by

later, or the

common

agreement.

allowed three days in which to render his decision.

He was

he had not
reached the decision at the expiration of that time he was punished
by a fine equal to the amount in dispute. Apparently if only one of
the parties had demanded an arbitrator he received the entire benefit
of the fine. If both made the demand both shared in the fine.
The judicial machinery at Gortyn was then very simple. There
were k6o-/xoi, magistrates with judicial functions, dtKaaral appointed
*

Gortyn Code,

* ol
*

400;

xi.

14 S.

Cf. Ziebarth, op.

Ttrai.

If

cit.

p. 33.

i.

Darcste, Haussoul.ier, Reinach, Recueil des inscriptions jiiridiqucs grecques, p.

cf.

p.430. In a fragment very difBcult to interpret Halbherr claimed to have found

a reference to arbitrators {American Journal

of Archaeology 1897, pp. 213-14).

The

case deals with sequestration of property in consequence of defeat in a lawsuit. Sequestration

is

made

property: KoXev
fii €161

of the property of the
S'

Airi fiairvpov

LyopLv. (Published by Ziebarth,

(suggested to

to recover the

The passage

many

o/>.

«7. p.36).

al bk

Ka

Halbherr advances the theory

him by Comparetti) that the party who does the summoning

may just as
wrongfu ly made, three men
6iair7;Ti7s.

are so

wrong man who brings action

irpoTpirov tov \kvtKvpaK\(javTa ij.tTpt<n6p.tvov.

KaXlovTi. &i iypaTTai, aijrds nerpeffo re Kal irpoirovtTO} TrpoTfTaprov ivrl fiaiTvpov 8vov

irapiixtv kvs

or

8vdi'

It

well refer to the party from

whom

is

an arbiter

the seizure has been

only being involved instead of four, as Halbherr asserts.

furnishes very slight evidence on which to base

lacunae which cannot be

filled satisfactorily.

any theory as there
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for purely judicial purposes, fivanoves, one for each magistrate or

judge, arbitrators chosen by the parties themselves, and rirat

executed the penalty awarded by the judge.

The absence

who

of popular

the system greatly, but seemingly placed large
hands of one man in cases where the course which the
judge should take was not specified by law.

juries

powers

/

simplified
in the

CHAPTER

III

Procedure in Criminal and Civil Suits
The modern

division of suits into civil and criminal was unknctwn
Bishop defines a crime as "any wrong which the government deems injurious to the public at large, and punishes through a
judicial proceeding in its own name."^ Austin insists that the sole
in Attic law.

The plaintiff is always the governGreat Britain, the people in the United States.

distinction lies in the procedure.^

ment

— the sovereign

in

In both cases the action

is

initiated

by a

judicial oflBcer specially

appointed or elected for the purpose. Anyone who has knowledge of
an alleged crime may lay the information, but he is not responsible
for the prosecution except in so far as he may be required to give
evidence.
(ypacjiai) and private
between the two is chiefly in the
procedure. A private action, whether ex delicto or ex contractu, could
be instituted and carried on only by the person interested or his representatives.
A public action could be prosecuted by any citizen.
The Athenian government did not take action in its own name or
appoint officials to act as public prosecutors. There is no indication
that any different practice prevailed in other Greek judicial systems.
A peculiar feature of the Athenian system is that homicide cases were
always regarded as private suits. Only a relative of the victim could

In Athens suits were divided into public

{diKai)

The

suits.

distinction

prosecute a murderer.

The few

notices that have been preserved of the codes of the

scanty information about the conduct

earlier lawgivers furnish rather

of a trial.'

The Gortyn

code,* however, affords

'

Criminal Law, p. 32.

*

Jurisprudence, p. 17.

'

For a general discussion of these codes,

C. P. xvii. pp. 187
*

many

interesting

Gertrude Smith, "Early Greek Codes/

cf.

ff.

Collitz-Bechtel,

SGDI

4991; Comparetti, Monumenti Anlichi

iii.

pp. 93

Dareste, Haussoullier, Reinach, Recueil des inscriptions juridiques grecques,
£f.;

Michel, Recueil

d' inscriptions grecques, 1333;

lustrandos dialectos scleclae, 30; Kohler

Greek Dialects, pp. 261

The code

of

I.

£F.;

pp. 352

Solmsen, Inscriptiones Graecae ad in-

and Ziebarth,

Sladtrecht von Gortyn;

Buck,

ff.

Gortyn belongs to the

type of arrested development.

The

fifth

social

32

century.

and

But

Crete, like Sparta,

is

a

political organization of the cities
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which make it possible to form a fairly complete picture of a
All freemen were competent to bring suit as a general rule.^
There were certain conditions, however, which might prevent a freeman from instituting an action in court. A man holding the office
of Kocnos could neither sue nor be sued during his term of office.^
If for any reason a freeman was in the possession of another, he was
viewed for the time being as a slave and could not bring suit. The
possessor had to act in his behalf. For example, if a man had mortgaged his person, the mortgagee had to bring suit if the man was
injured.'* If the mortgagee failed to do so then the matter dropped
until the man had redeemed himself, when he was again competent
to bring his own suit. This must have been the case also with the
ransomed man who remained in the possession of his ransomer until
details
trial.^

he repaid the ransom.^ Freedmen apparently had equal rights with
freemen in the matter of starting an action in court. ^ A slave was not
a competent party to a suit. There are many examples of the action

abounded

in archaic survivals

even in the age of Ephorus and Aristotle.

The code

seems to be a restatement, with additions and amendments, of articles and chapters
of a prior code. So, in point of development, there is justification for comparing it with
the legal system of Athens in the seventh and sixth centuries. It is noteworthy that

no mention of homicide. It may be suggested that another portion of the
now extant, dealt with this subject. Or, possibly, self-help in homicide was
still practiced and the state had not yet assumed control.
' According to the Gortyn code certain matters which now require judicial action
were settled out of court. A proclamation before the assembly seems to have served
the same purpose in certain cases as court action at the present time. An example is
the procedure in adoption. The adoptive father proclaimed the adoption in the agora
there

is

code not

before an assembly of citizens from a certain stone set

This act was followed by a

new son

into the tribe

(x.

sacrifice

33

ff.).

and a

up as a speaker's platform.
means of introducing the

libation, the formal

Cf. the sacrifice to

Zeus Phratrios at Athens. Appar-

by the assembly. The mere publicity of the act served to
confirm it. In the same manner if the adoptive father wished to renounce the adopted
child public proclamation was the required procedure. To complete the renunciation,
however, a payment of ten staters to the child was required. This was done through
ently no action was taken

the courts.

'A man

obtained

full rights

of citizenship

although before that time he might marry

Kohler and Ziebarth, op.
3 i. 50 ff.
*

Ziebarth, op.

»

vi.

•

46

cit.

cit.

pp. 56

(vii.

on attaining the age of eighteen,
and be a witness (ix. 45). Cf.

35)

ff.

p. 30. vi.

ff.

Ziebarth, p. 33.

Cf. Dareste, op.

cit.

i.

p. 421.

KarafotKiiiBai.

XarlxXLOv

ivi

rSi

fivfai Kal

rdi

6fiolai.
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master in behalf of his slave. If a mortgaged slave was injured the
mortgagor and the mortgagee could bring suit either jointly or

of a

In like manner, if the slave was responsible for an
brought against the mortgagee, if it was committed
was
injury, suit
according to his orders; but if it was committed on the slave's own
Likewise if a newly
initiative the original owner was responsible.
purchased slave had committed a wrong his new owner was responseverally.^

sible unless

implication

By
he repudiated the purchase within a given time.^
he did repudiate the purchase the former master became

if

Again, if a slave was caught in adultery it was to his
master that a demand was made for his ransom.^ A slave girl violated by her own master might herself take an evidentiary oath that
This case is easily explained by the
she had been so violated.^
fact that the master who would normally bring suit for her was himself the offender so that she was left without a legal representative.
In general a male relative brought suit for a woman and defended
responsible.

For instance, if a bridegroom elect refused to marry an
brought the matter into court, not the girl
herself.^
If someone married the heiress contrary to law, her relatives
brought suit.^ In this case, however, the marriage might take place
with the consent of the woman, so that the relatives were really the
injured persons. If rape was committed on a free woman her relaIn view of all these cases, then, it seems
tives brought action.''
certain that a woman was always represented in court by a male
relative or guardian. The unmarried woman was under the care of
a blood relation or a guardian. The representative of a married
her in court.

heiress, her relatives

woman was

woman

her relatives. Her
woman. An exception
occurs when a divorced woman

her husband, of a divorced

status reverted to that of the unmarried
similar to the case of the slave girl

was ordered
*

to take

Ziebarth, p. 34,

* vii.

an evidentiary oath.^

iii.

10.

»ii.

32.

* ii.

15

Cf. infra, p. 56.

ff.

43

* vii.

ff.

Likewise

if

there

was no groom

elect the relatives offered the

heiress to the tribe.
* viii.
^ ii.
»

Cf.

55

16
ii.

ff.

ff.

45

Cf.

Buck,

ff.; iii.

op.

and Ziebarth, op. cit. on this passage.
46 ff. The evidentiary oath was really a form of trial
Athenian practice, which was not required by law, but

cit.

1 ff.; iii.

and so differs from the oath in
was taken as the result of a challenge.
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The scanty remains

of the codes of the other lawgivers afford

information about the parties to a

who

those of them at least

35

suit.

But

it is

no

inconceivable that

legislated for democracies

were not fully

as liberal as the Gortynian legislator.

In many cases the law determined whether an action could be
brought or not. In certain cases action was barred by the fact that
the matter antedated the new law which was expressly declared not to
be retroactive. Such specification is frequently made when the new
law supersedes some provision of the former law.^ Certain offences
were expressly designated as matters for litigation {ev8LKov %ix€v).
This expression is used in several cases involving unlawful retention of
property by a widow. For instance, if a widow on remarrying carried
off property which belonged to her children they might lay claim to
this prcperty before a court.On the other hand, failure to perform
certain required processual acts might debar a man from bringing
For instance, if a domestic animal belonging to one man was
suit.
injured by that belonging to another, the plaintiff had no right to
bring suit unless he could produce the injured animal or at least show
where it was.' In one case a lawsuit is expressly forbidden, when a
funeral procession crossed through a man's land in case there was no

open

road."*

In other cases the plaintiff's right to bring action,

questioned, was determined after the action was begun.

shown by the case
not produced or

its

of fugitive or injured animals.^

If

This

if

is

the animal was

hiding place pointed out the plaintiff had no right

So he summoned two men to witness his compliance with
these formalities. If the defendant objected that he had not complied,
the two witnesses and their oath proved the right of the plaintiff to

of action.

sue.

The Gortyn code

some cases forbids self-help preliminary to a
suit he was forbidden to seize the
person, either slave or freeman, who was the object of dispute.^
Anyone might offer asylum to a person so seized. If such a seizure
was made, a sort of preliminary trial was held which dealt merely
with the seizure and had nothing whatever to do with the main
trial, i.e.

before a

in

man brought

ixii. 18; xi. 19; ix. 17; vi. 24; v. 8.
* iii.
»

22.

Cf.

iii.

Ziebarth, p. 28,

*Ziebarth, p. 35.
*

Ziebarth, p. 28.

*

i.

3

flf.

30
i.

ff.; iii.

Cf.

iv. 10.
i.

43; x. 24.

iii.

32;

i.

13.

fxtbtv

«

/cpeos

lnw rav

bbcnv.

^
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which would be settled by a subsequent trial after the question
At this preliminary action
it was decided whether the man accused of making the seizure had
made it and a fine was imposed if he was found guilty. Then he was
ordered to release the man. Afterward the trial dealing with the
original issue was begun. The laws of Zaleucus on the other hand
permitted self-help. The man from whom a slave had been taken was
issue,

of

wrongful seizure had been duly settled.

allowed to recover him and hold him until the
Ke\ev€LP

yap tov

trial

took place.

ZaXeii/cou vojjlov tovtov detv Kparetv tCiv afiipLa^rjTOv/Jievcip

But after taking
TTJs Kpiaeccs Trap' ov ri]v 0.7007971' avpL^aivei ylvecrdaL.^
him back the party was required to bring him before the magistrate
and to declare that he was entitled to be the kvplos of the slave, giving
eus

pledges in confirmation of his statement.
It was the prevailing practice in Greek communities to allow a
husband to kill on the spot a man whom he caught in adultery with
his wife.^
An old law of Tenedos provided that the adulterer might

be thus dealt with. Nofxov
ei

\a^oL fioLxop

Tts

Tej^eStois dkuBoL

8e tlvo. <paai tcov fiaaCKko^v

airoKTelvaL

Gort> n legislator, however, a

According to the
who surprised another in adultery

tovtov

man

ireXeKeL.^

with his wife had to notify the relatives of the adulterer and give

them an opportunity

to

ransom him.

If after

proper notification

they refused to ransom him the aggrieved husband was permitted to
deal with him as he chose.

At Gortyn the court before which a case was to come was reguby law, as is indicated by the clause fidXh 6iri k

larly specified

iTTijSdXXet Trap rot 6t/cao"rat I

feKaaTo eypaTTaiJ* Occasionally a limitation

which the action had to be brought.®
In case a
suit was brought against a man who had died in debt the trial could
not be held later than a year from the date of his death.'
In one case
a trial by evidentiary oath is ordered within twenty days after the
judge had decided that the oath should be taken. ^
The time of the
oath was further determined by the fact that four days before it was
of time

is

set within

'

Polybius

^

Cf.

^

Heracl. Pont.

28

* ii.

*

vi.

« i.

ff.

25

50

ff.

ff.

ix.

25

ff.

« xi.

46

ff.

'

xii. 16.

Egon Weiss,
7.

Gricchisches Privatrecht,

For

a similar

I,

p. 11.

Athenian practice,

cf.

Lysias

i,

passim.
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taken the

plaintiff was required formally to state his charges in the
presence of the defendant, the judge and the recorder. The oath of
the defendant was sufiBcient answer to these charges.

Trials at Gortyn took place before a single judge. ^
Since there
no reference to written testimony it seems probable that all evidence was oral.2
Each litigant appeared accompanied by his witis

It is impossible to say how the trial was conducted. There is
no indication that there were any formal speeches. In fact, set
speeches are not likely before an audience of one. Each party stated
his contentions (to. noXcofxeva) confirmed by the declarations of the
witnesses (rd airoirovibixeva.). If there were no witnesses and neither
party took an oath the case was immediately decided by the judge.

nesses.

The law has

the following provision,

nalrvpavs eyparrai 8i.Ka88ev

c

rbv SiKaarav,

on.

nh

Kara,

aTOfioTov, 5iKd85ev at eyparraL, rov

b'aWov
has been

S^vvvra Kplvtv Toprl

to. ixoXtofxeva. "The judge, in whatever it
written that he shall give judgment according to witnesses or oaths,
shall give judgment as has been written, but in other matters he
shall

take an oath and decide according to the contentions."^
According
two types of procedure. Of these two the
8iK6.^fiv procedure could be employed only when it was
especially
enjoined by the law.
In every other case the procedure bp.vvvTa.
to this passage there were

had

Kpiveiv

sable

to be used.

In 8iKd^€Lv one of two things was indispen-

— either witnesses or an oath were required

in

accordance with

which the judge gave his decision. The two types of procedure were
not alternative. The choice between them was determined entirely
by the nature of the evidence. Both might be used in the same trial.
For instance, the Slkcl^hv procedure might be used to clear up some
questions which demanded formal proof, but something else might
remain to be determined for which the other procedure would be
necessary. In many cases, however, the main issue might be decided
by the SiK&^eiv procedure, that is, when the case needed only the testi-

mony

of processual witnesses.^

The laws of Charondas provided for courts of judges (Aristotle Politics 1297A).
They must have been similar to the Athenian popular juries, irtpi ri biKaaritpia toU
'

ftiv

tivSpoii tlvai

i-niilav,

&v

^ti)

SiKa^uai rols

8'

iiropou &Stiav,

fj

roii niv ^ey&Xjjif rois

Si ftixp&r, tLairtp kv rotj \apo3v5ov vbpoi^.

»Cf.

i.

»

xi.

26

*

Cf. Ziebarth, op.

llff.;ii. 28fiF.;iii. 44ff.
ff.

Headlam's translation, Journal of Hellenic Studies,
cit.

p. 82;

Zitehnann, op.

xiii.

(1893), p.51.

p. 68, asserts that there is

no trace
here of a division into procedure in iure and procedure in iudicio, a
statement to which
oil.
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The

correctness of this statement

the passages in which

and

St/cdfeti'^

passage to be mentioned

is

of Justice

proved by an examination of

ofivvvra Kplveiv

The

occur.

first

that in which a bridegroom has failed to

is

marry an heiress according to law. The judge was to decide that he
marry her within two months 6 8e St/caords Sua/ccrdro oTrviev kv rois
If he did not then marry her, she should marry the next
fuois fievai.^
in succession, retaining all of her property.
Here the decree of the

—

judge

is

on

final.

If

the bridegroom did not comply, he immediately

claim to the heiress or her property.

lost all

his part settled the case

man

one

way

So acquiescence or refusal

or the other.

Again, in case a

died in debt and his creditors brought suit, or in case a creditor

died and his heirs brought suit, the judge decided in accordance with
sworn testimony.
avrov Kal
I 8' k' aTrofelTovri Si/caSSero biibaavra
Here likewise the decision was final.
Tovs fiairvpaps vuev to air\6ov.^
If the plaintiff and his witnesses took the oath they won the case.
If they refused to take it they lost. In two instances mention is made
of a judicial decree that a divorced woman take an oath of denial.
In the first instance she was accused of carrying off property belonging
The judge decreed an oath of denial. It
to her divorced husband.
may be objected that this action merely created a presumption in
favor of the woman and was not final. But its finality is shown by the
fact that after she had taken the oath if anyone deprived her of
anything he was fined.* In all cases in the code the evidentiary oath
is always taken as the result of a judicial decree and it always settles
the case.
All of these cases, then, are settled
is

by an evidentiary oath which

taken in accordance with the judge's decree.

of the use of Slkci^hv

passage

it is

^

objects {op.

trial

With

at Athens.
this

vii.

45

fif.

^ix. 38fiE.
* iii. 6.
* i.

whom he has illegally seized before trial. Likewise
man has lost a suit regarding a slave and has

5 and

i.

cit,

p. 50).

In this

He compares

lies his

mistake.

the two types to the anakrisis and the

Cf Dareste, op.
.

cit.

p. 435.

procedure compare the judgment of an arbitrator at Athens krl ^rp-ois,

Isocrates xvii. 19.
«

first

man

second instance a

Headlam
actual

In the

decreed that along with the payment of a fine a

surrender the slave
in the

Two further instances

have occasioned some dispute.*

27.

Cf. Lipsius, op.

cit.

p. 225.
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It is decreed that he release the slave and
failed to surrender him.
pay a fine. It will be observed that in neither instance does the action
have anything to do with the point at issue for which the trial was
One is
originally instituted. They are wholly independent actions.
conbefore
the
trial
can
proceed
and
settled
matter
which
must
be
a
trial
other
is
subsequent
to
the
of
the
itself.
The
trial
in
stitutes a
original issue. Both are final. In neither case do they correspond to

Rome

in ture proceedings at

or to anakrisis at Athens, for they

nothing whatever to do with the main
In three cases the judge

In 1.20 he

he

ordered

is

is

bidden to decide a matter Kara ixairvpavs.
provided a witness

bLKa.^ei.v

ordered to give judgment {biKabbkro) Toprt

is

according to the declarations.
witnesses since
nesses.*

judge

is

have

issue.

testifies.

to.

In ix.30

airoirdvLOfxiva, i.e.

This phrase undoubtedly refers to

the verb regularly used of the testimony of wit-

it is

In ix.50 the same expression occurs. In these cases then the
ordered to give judgment according to the testimony of

witnesses,

and apparently each time

his decision settles the case.

It

only when there are no witnesses that the judge himself is to take
an oath and decide the case. He never takes an oath and decides
is

when an evidentiary oath is taken or when there are witnesses,
number on each side.
procedure
o/jLvvvTa
Kpipeiv is used then only in cases in which
The
submitted
according to which by law the judge
no
evidence
is
there

either

unless there be an equal

could decide the case. Only one case
ure was used

when witnesses

Two

sides. 2

is

testified

mentioned in which this procedand there they testified on both

cases occur in which lack of witnesses

tioned as a reason for the adoption of this procedure.

The judge

further examples.

is

is

distinctly

The

men-

following are

ordered to adopt this procedure if, in
is the cause. ^ Likewise in

case of divorce, the husband denies that he
iii.l6

where

o/xoo-ei is

undoubtedly equivalent to

oixvvs

Kplvn the judge

decides under oath the value of property wrongfully taken from a

divorced woman.

If

a

man

is

accused of taking something belonging

an heiress and denies that it is hers the judge is to decide on oath.*
In a case in which heirs do not wish to divide certain parts of the
inherited property the judge is to decide under oath regarding the
to

»

Cf.

» i.

i.

23.

» iii.

1.

*ix. 21.

13;

i.

19;

ii.

19; ix.

45

ff.
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Again, when a man has been ransomed and there
a dispute as to the amount of the ransom or as to whether the man
consented to be ransomed or not, the judge shall decide under oath
things in dispute.^

is

regarding the matters in dispute

(iropTl to. ixoKibixtva)?

the evidence, then, produced

of such a character that

a
bidden SiKctfet?', otherwise
If there is conclusive evidence the law orders him to
ofivvvTa KplvtLv.
give his decision in accordance with it. If the evidence is inconclusive or equally good on both sides some other method of decision
must be used. There are then three situations which may arise in the
If

decision can be based

upon

it

is

the judge

is

trial of a case.
1. A witness testifies on one side to a contract or
formal transaction of some kind. The judge gives his decision on the

basis of that evidence.

judge must use his

own

2.

Witnesses testify on both sides.

discretion.

3.

No

The

witnesses testify on either

Here again he must use his own discretion as he has nothing
on which to base his decision except the conflicting contentions of the

side.

parties.

An
is

examination of the various passages dealing with witnesses
In general the examples

necessary to show their exact character.

by the Gortyn code are clear cases of witnesses
performance of some formal or processual act.'
There are only two cases in which the witnesses could possibly be
accidental witnesses to the fact and here they are not necessarily so.
If a man violates a woman who is in the charge of a relative he is to
of witnesses furnished

who

testify to the

fine, if a witness testifies.'*
The possibilities are three. He may
be an accidental witness to the fact. He may be a witness to the right

pay a

of the relative to act in behalf of the

woman.

Headlam

interprets

the passage in this way, saying that the witness cannot be a witness
to

prove the wrong done since none has been required in the pre-

ceding cases of violation.

But

in the following case, that of a

man

caught in adultery, witnesses are taken by the captor to be present
at the capture of the adulterer.^
The same may be the case here,
that is, it is a case of a precautionary witness taken by the relative to
witness his capture of the man.
1

V. 43.

»

vi. 53.

*Cf. Headlam, op.
pp. 75 ff.; Ziebarth, op.
Mi. 16ff. - .^,,,
*

For a

full

cil.
cii.

p. 59;

Dareste, op.

cit.

p. 433, n. 1;

p. 84.

discussion of the passage

cf. infra, p. 70.

Zitelmana, op.

tit.
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case deals with the seizure before the trial of a slave

If the defendant makes denial of the
on oath, unless a witness testifies.
Again, the possibilities are three. He may be an accidental witness;
he may be a witness of the defendant to prove that he got possession
of the slave, not by seizure, but by sale, exchange or as surety. Headlam adopts this explanation on the ground that he could not be a precautionary witness of the plaintiff summoned when the plaintiflF saw
the slave being carried off. In view, however, of the seduction and
adultery cases mentioned above, this seems to be a very plausible

whose ownership

is

seizure the judge

explanation.
issue,

in dispute.'

is

to decide

If it is correct the

namely, the seizure

witness testifies to the main point at

of the slave,

and

his testimony settles the

case just as the witness in the case of seduction would testify to the

seduction and settle the case.

Likewise in the adultery case the witnesses who give their testimony as oathhelpers testify to the question
at issue, i.e. whether the defendant was caught in adultery or by

means

of a plot.

In like manner

if

a

man

not bringing their child to him in the

accuses his divorced wife of

way

specified

by

law, the

testimony of the witnesses who took the child settles the case.

They

take an evidentiary oath along with the relatives that the child was

taken in the proper manner.^
In many cases the evidence of the witnesses has the effect of a
written contract or receipt and settles the point of the case for which
they were called with the same finality as such a document would.
may not be the final point at issue, but at the same time may be

This

of such

a character as to permit the judge to decide the case without
For instance, a man after catching another in

further testimony.

adultery with his wife had to

demand

of the family of the adulterer

in the presence of witnesses a ransom.^

If

the family refused the

captor had the right to put the adulterer to death

if he really was an
might accuse the captor
of murder, contending that they refused to pay a ransom because he
had been entrapped.)^ The formal witnesses then would be called to
give evidence to the fact that the ransom was demanded in the proper
way. Likewise, if a man defeated in a suit regarding a slave failed to
release the slave because he had fled to a temple for refuge his opponent might accuse him of failing to deliver the slave. If the defendant

adulterer.

» i.

13

« iii.

ff.

44 Q.

»ii. 28fif.

The

relatives of the adulterer
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was prudent he pointed out the slave in the temple in the presence of
witnesses.'
These witnesses might be called to testify to this
formality, but their evidence did not apply to the main point at issue
the failure to give up the slave. They merely testify to the fact
that the slave was pointed out in sanctuary, thus indirectly proving
the defendant's inability to deliver him. Hence further proceedings
were impossible. Witnesses were used in similar fashion to point out
When the ownership of a slave was in
injured or dead animals.^
dispute if a witness testified the case was settled by his testimony.^
His testimony would not be to the present ownership of the slave,
but to some former contract by which the slave passed into the
possession of one or the other of the two contending parties. If the
other party could produce no evidence to show that the slave had

—

passed into his possession the testimony of this one witness settled
the case. In case a man died in debt a suit was brought to determine

There
the right of his creditors to collect the debt from his heirs.'*
might be two elements in the testimony presented here. Witnesses
might be brought to testify to the liability for the debt or they might
testify to the right of the plaintiffs to bring the suit,

defendants were actually the heirs of the deceased.

If

i.

e.

that the

witnesses are

of these points the judge can decide in only one way.
In some cases, however, the evidence merely clears up some pre-

produced on both

liminary situation without affecting the matter in dispute.
instance, a case in point
sale of a

man

is

where witnesses

For

testify in regard to the

already deposited in trust. Their testimony

is

obviously

So likewise with regard to
In a subsequent trial
witnesses present at the division of property.®

in regard to the earlier transaction.^

might be used to give title to a piece of property.
There are two kinds of oaths mentioned aside from the oath of the
judge, namely, the oath of the parties and the oaths of the witnesses.
The only oath which the party ever takes is the evidentiary oath and
the only oath which the witness ever takes is one in conjunction with
the party. Presumably a witness could always be called upon to take
an oath, but only in certain cases was an oath demanded from him.''
their testimony

» i.

2

38

3 i.
* ix.

6 X.

14.

24 B.
25 S.

«v. 51
^

ff.

Zi( barth, op. cit. p. 28.

ff.

Cf. infra, pp. 67

ff.
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not mentioned in the Gortyn code.

But Charondas the

lawgiver of Catana
against perjury.

is

said to have been the

Aristotle calls the

thing about Charondas' legislation.
ai

S'lKai

Tcjv

first to

eTrtcr/cryi/'ts

Xapojvdov

institute

an action

the only noteworthy
8'

ovbkv euTLv Ulop ir\riv

ypevboixapTvpiGiV (ttpcotos 'yap eiroirjae Trjp

eirlcrKT}\pLp).^

A

party to a suit who believed that a witness or his opponent himself
had taken a false oath could bring a suit for perjury against him after
the

trial

was

over.^

oath.

It

may

It is

means

instituted as a

tempting to suggest that

this action

be objected that the evidentiary oath was

Athens when taken

in

was

of protection ag'ainst the false evidentiary

answer to a challenge even

final in

in the fourth cen-

tury. This is true. But there the challenger voluntarily challenged
and agreed to accept the oath as final. An entirely different situation
arises when the law orders an evidentiary oath for certain cases as at
Gortyn. It can easily be seen that the oath might be abused and that
many, not fearing to take a false oath, would take it for the sake of

securing an acquittal.

In these cases the other litigant

to be heard at all in his

very unjust.

may

It

own

is

defence and the procedure

not allowed

may become

be supposed that Charondas, to remedy this
eTrto-zcrji/'ts.
This procedure was extended to all

situation, instituted the

A perjury trial would involve the facts in the
would amount to a retrial of the case on its merits.
As a general rule any freeman had the right to bring suit in his
own behalf or in behalf of those under his protection. Women and
slaves were not competent parties to a suit. Self-help was recognized
by the codes in some cases and forbidden in others. In general the
trial was before a single judge who might be either a regular magistrate or a specially appointed judicial officer. There were two types
of procedure. Where there was a preponderance of evidence he was
obliged to decide in accordance with it. Otherwise he had to use his
own discretion and give his decision under oath. In one instance
large juries, attendance upon which was compulsory, were provided
for.
Witnesses were for the most part evidentiary. An oath was not
always required. All evidence was oral. The evidentiary oath was
employed as a form of trial both with and without oathhelpers.
Charondas was the first to provide for the prosecution of persons
cases of false oaths.

case and in

eflfect

suspected of perjury.
^Politics 1274
*

b

5

ff.

For the Athenian practice,

cf.

Bonner, Evidence in Athenian Courts, p. 89.

CHAPTER

IV

Procedure in the Athenian Homicide Courts
The laws

of

Draco dealing with homicide, as they are found

in the

redaction of 409/8 B.C., constitute the main source of our information

regarding practice and procedure in Athenian homicide courts during,

and previous

to,

The

the time of Draco.

stone

is

badly mutilated;

Demosthenes^ a tolerably certain
restoration of the major part of the inscription has been achieved.^
The sections of the code dealing with unpremeditated and justifiable
homicide, as restored, are so complete that the procedure can be
followed from accusation to verdict.
The first step in a trial for unpremeditated homicide was a public
but with the aid

of passages in

proclamation in the agora forbidding the accused to frequent the
market place and temples. The purpose of this interdict was to
protect from pollution

all

public places and

all religious

ceremonies.

The proclamation was made by

the king archon at the instance of a

near relative of the deceased.

The code makes no mention

king archon

of the

but Aristotle says expressly that he
made the proclamation.^ In view of the conservative character of the
procedure in the homicide courts it is quite likely that Aristotle is
right even for the earlier period.
The silence of the code on the
subject is to be explained by the fact that the king archon in preDraconian times was in the habit of making this and similar proclamations regarding polluted persons.'* It was essential then to
in this connection,

^xxiii. 28. 37. 44. 51. 53. 60; xliii. 57.
*

CIA

I.

61; Dareste, op.

cit. ii. 1

(no. 21); Michel, op.

52; Roberts-Gardner, Introduction to Greek Epigraphy,
Philippi, Jal.rh. f. Phil. cv. p. 577;

Der Areopag und

Hill, Greek Historical Inscriptions, no. 78;

ii.

cit.

78; Dittenberger, Sylloge

25; Kohler,

die Epheten, pp.

Hermes

2>2>2)

ff.;

ii.

p. 27;

Hicks and

Bergk, Fhilologus xxxii. p. 669; Ziehen,

Rhein. Mus. 1899, pp. 321 S.; Ledl, Wiener Stiidien, xxxiii, pp. 1 ff. Cf. Treston, op.
cil. pp. 192 ff.
For the following discussion Kohler's restoration is employed although
variant restorations are examined and discussed.
^

Alh. Pol.

Pollux,

viii.

Ivii. 2.

Ktti

90, doubtless

6 irpoayoptvwp etpyecFdaLrCii' vonlfxccv ovtos (6 /SacrtXevs) kaTiv.

drew

his

account from Aristotle.

d( Tois if airlq. 6.Trkxi(T6ai. iivarr^piiiiv Kal t€>p

aWuv

vofiindiv.

irpoayopeveL (6 (iaaiXivs)

Philippi

who wrote

before the

it on the
ground that the relatives could make the proclamation only on the order of the king
archon after they had laid the charge before him.
* Cf. Gertrude Smith, "Early Greek Codes", C. P. xvii. pp. 192 f.

discovery of Aristotle's treatise rejects the statement of Pollux, explaining
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indicate only the persons entitled to initiate the proceedings.

was omitted because, no doubt,

interdict

known formula. Its
The exact degree

general purport

KTei[vavTL kv

d]7op[at,

matter of some dispute.

ti/T]6[s

passage of Demosthenes,-

may mean

equivalent to

well-

found in several passages.^
who were permitted to

ave((>aL6Tr]T0S

edi' 6e nrjSeTkpccdep

'up to

fj

Wyse
and sometimes must, mean

On

But the

the basis of a

he asserts

kvTos tovtoiv,

and including.'

ivros in

the phrase preceding, kav 8e

fxexpi in

[irpoenrtLv 8i

Kal ave(l)<nov.

interpretation of Lipsius seems the most plausible.

that evTos

The

was an ancient and

of relationship of those

initiate proceedings has been a
Tcoi]

is

it

ni}

this case is

wcl

irpos Trarpds

has conclusively shown that ^expt may,

/Liexpt avepiCiv Traibwv.

'up to and including. '^ Those who parthe accusation, then, were father, brother, son, the
children of brothers and sisters, uncles and first cousins. The addition
ticipated in

of

the concrete

definitely the

after avecfiaioTrjTos

avecfxriov

meaning

is

intended to restrict

of the abstract dv€4)(T lottos

which might easily
be understood in a wider sense than the relationship of first cousin.
While participation in the initial accusation was narrowly restricted
all relatives and even members of the phratry joined freely in the
prosecution. cwSlcokhv

8i Kal ave^xriovs Kal avecfxrioip TraiSas Kal yafi^povs

Kal irevdefovs Kal <{)paTopas.

The interdict was followed by the preliminary investigation in
which "the kings''^ decided prima facie on the kind of murder which
had been committed, thus determining before which court the trial
should take place,

St/cdfeti' 8e

tovs /SaaiXeas

a'iTLoJv (povov.^

It

is

known

that in later times three investigations were made in three successive
months and the case was finally tried on the last three days of the

At the actual

fourth month.^

*

Demosthenes

xx.

158.

ayopas.

Cf. Pol!ux,

51.

Lipsius, op.

iipGiv,

2 xliii.

x«P»"/3os

viii.
cil.,

trial

the fifty-one ephetae served

elpyeaOat tov

6.vbp6(}>ovov,

aivovbihv, Kparfipuv,

66.
p. 557;

J ahresberichi iiber die Fortschritte

der klassischen

Alterlumswissenschaft, xv. p. 291.
»

The Speeches of Isaeus, p. 568. Philippi contends that IvrSs can mean only 'withof or 'up to and not including' and that the second of these two meanings

in the circle

must be accepted

for this passage (Dcr Areopag, pp. 70

agrees with his conclusions.

flf.).

Busolt, op.

Dareste also accepts his view.

cit. ii.

p. 230,

Cf. DeSanctis, op.

cit.

p. 181.
*

By

"the kings" are to be understood the king archons in succession.

p. 23.
* 11.
*

11

ff.

Cf. Philippi, op.

Antiphon

vi.

42; Pollux

cit.

viii.

p. 85.

117.

Cf. supra,
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as judges, tovs e^eras dLayvuvat.^

but unquestionably

of the trial,

tccv 8'

later times,

it

Justice

Draco does not specify the place
was the Palladium, just as it was in

aKOvaiuv Kai ^ovKevaeoiS,

kSlv oiKeTrjv cnroKTeivrf tl$

Banishment

n'tToiKov ^ ^kvov ol eirl IlaXXaSiw.^

for

tj

an indeterminate

The person

period was the penalty for unpremeditated homicide.

banished had to keep away not only from Attica, but also from panHellenic gatherings, adXcov Kal kpdv.
exile could

be terminated.^

or a son they

If the

Under

certain conditions the

deceased had a father or a brother

might readmit the murderer

to the country

provided

them agreed on the pardon. But if there were no such
relatives the circle was widened to include first cousins. Again, the
consent of all was necessary to make the pardon effective. There was
that

all of

a further provision, namely, that the relatives were required to take
an oath. The nature of the oath is not specified, doubtless because
it was an oath which had long been in use.
It is obviously intended
to substantiate the claims to relationship with the deceased,^ as is
shown by the fact that it was not required of the phratry members
who in case the deceased left no relatives at all exercised the pardoning power, aiceo-is.^
Ten members were chosen apLaTLvbr]v by the
The
fifty-one ephetae for the purpose of considering a pardon.
provision with regard to the pardon of murderers is made retroactive,
granting return from exile on the same terms to those convicted before
the enactment of Draco's law as well as after.^
So long as a convicted murderer or one accused of murder and interdicted remained in banishment he was protected from violence as
was any other Athenian living abroad. If any one killed him he was
His trial took place
liable to punishment on returning to Athens.

But

before the ephetae.

if

a murderer entered his native land,

Attic territory, before his banishment

'

As

2

Aristotle, Ath. Pol. Ivii. 3;

to the identity of the ephetae

Philippi, op.

cit.

pp. 29

A

similar oath

Demosthenes
'

tcTtivai,

xliii.

was

fiovKivaew

;

57.

in later times required of prosecutors in homicide cases,

fxr)b'

els

p, KTilvjj Sk

i<Tia0ioi> 5e*ca ol <t>paTopes

course, be pardoned

of

not,

v.

xlvii.72.

kav be tovtcov

iKovra

pp. 16 ff.
71; Harpocration,5.

xxiii.

i.e.

was lawful

it

ff.

'Cf. Demosthenes,
*

cf. sitpra

Demosthenes

was terminated

Slkuv, yvuiat. bl oi irevrriKOVTa Kai tis oi t<^eTot

kav kdkXuaiv.

even by the

relatives.

Premeditated murder could

The penalty was death or

atut>vyla.
«

It

active.

is

interesting to

Cf. supra, p. 35.

compare

this

with the code of Gortyn which

is

never retro-

^
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anyone

the

summary process known as

either to kill

him on the spot or
airayoiyii}
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to bring

him

to trial

by

In case of conviction death

was doubtless the penalty. In such a trial the one who brought him
before the court would act as prosecutor. In this process the accused
was not tried as a murderer. It was a regular criminal trial, the purpose of which was to protect the citizens from pollution.

any

Accordingly

was qualified to prosecute. Groundless prosecutions were
discouraged by the imposition of a fine of a thousand drachmae on a
citizen

prosecutor

One

who

failed to obtain

one

fifth of

the votes.

law as restored by Kohler on the basis
of a law cited in Demosthenes forbids maltreatment or blackmail
of a returned murderer.
A fine equivalent to double the injury
of the sections of the

sum extorted was imposed. But this restoration is
Philippi has suggested quite a diflferent restoration, like-

inflicted or the

unc?rtain.

wise from Demosthenes. 3

As only two letters are legible it is imposbetween these rival restorations. Kohler's interpreta-

sible to decide

tion

is

in accord with later practice.

The next portion

of the code deals with justifiable homicide.

specifications in regard to the right of the relatives to accuse

The

secute are not repeated.
defence.

[Id;' be Tis ap^avT\a

kings" are to
or not

it

is

decide on

prima facie

first

case mentioned

aSUuv

x^i{p\^[v

the kind

justifiable

is

The

and pro-

killing in self-

"The

KTeivqt.

of homicide, that

whether

is

homicide in self-defence.

The

ephetae are to act as judges and decide upon the guilt of the accused
in precisely the

The next

same manner

remaining letters are
it

dealt with the

TavTCL

<i>6vov

just the

as in cases of unpremeditated homicide.

section has been the subject of

dUas

same

e

eXevd at the

murder

end

f)

&.iraywyT)

thus:

/cat

Kara

would be

Bergk, however, restored

as a further provision regarding justifiable homicide

»

it

e\ev9epov, i.e. the trial

as that described above.

The only

dispute.

Kohler assumed that

and restored

of a slave

elvat 8ov\op KrdvavTi

much

of line 36.

and

this,

it

indeed,

was a process by which a criminal caught in the act might be haled
by his captor. A returned murderer caught in Attica might also

before a magistrate

be taken before the thesmothetae for execution.
op.

cit.

ibid.

Demosthenes

.xxiii.

31

fif.

Cf. Gilbert,

p. 387.

*

Demosthenes,

2

Kohler restores from Demosthenes xxiii. 28. Philippi restores fromDemosthenes,
37.51.
Kara tQiv ivbiiKvbvT]<jsv {tov% 6.vbpo^6vov%, kav ris Karirit oiroi ftfi ix<^^~'^,

xxiii. 80.
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Justice

seems plausible and preferable, since the preceding sentence deals with
that type of homicide case. Kal eap kirl Sa/iapri rj ctti waWaKri, fjv av
cTTi]

?XZ7

eXci;0€[p]o[is

ri/uco]poi»/x€vos Kxfeii'jj,

permitting a

man

Traicrt

to kill

rejects this interpretation
is

certain.

by a

fj

km

tovtuv eveKa

fxrjTpl

fxr]

krl

fj

(ftevyetv

is

duyarpl

eirl

a provision

an adulterer caught in the act.^
Dareste
on the ground that the letter e before eXei^

According to Kohler's restoration

this clause

further provision regarding justifiable homicide,

self-defence slays another

^

a8eK({)fj

KTelvavra. It

who

is

robbing him there

is

is

i.e. if

followed
a

man

in

no punishment.

So the two clauses dealing with justifiable homicide are separated by
an entirely different topic. If Kohler's restoration is accepted a
preliminary investigation must be assumed to determine whether the
murderer acted in self-defence, just as in the case above an official
inquiry is necessary to determine who struck the first blow and
whether the homicide is justifiable. If Bergk's restoration is accepted,
it may be assumed that a trial took place like the one described in
Lysias' first oration in defence of a husband who claimed that he slew
Eratosthenes in his wife's apartment. Justifiable homicide cases
were in later practice tried before the Delphinium and presumably
they were tried there in the time of Draco.^
The inscription in its present state contains no reference to trials
such as took place in the fifth and fourth centuries before the courts
Pausanias, in describing the
of the Prytaneum and in Phreatto.
action taken by the Thasians against the statue of Theagenes which
fell on a man with fatal results, attributes the institution of the
Prytaneum to Draco who in his homicide laws made the provision
that an inanimate object should be cast beyond the borders if it fell
on a person and killed him.^ The so-called amnesty law shows that all
of the five Athenian homicide courts were functioning in pre-Solonian
times.*
It has been suggested that the unrestorable lines at the end
of the inscription contained references to the two types of trial which
would come before the Prytaneum and in Phreatto. It has been
»

Cf. the

*

The

Gortyn code ii. 28 S.
was perhaps originally a matter

locality

taking refuge in a particular shrine.

of accident

due to the suppliant's

Cf. supra, p. 19.

Presumably the courts of the Prytaneum and in Phreatto
in later times. The Prytaneum was chiefly
ceremonial (Cf. Hyde, American Journal of Philology, xxxviii, pp. 152 B.) Neither of
these courts can have sat very frequently.
* Gertrude Smith, C. P. xvi. pp. 345 ff.
*

Pausanias

vi. 11. 6.

were conducted in much the same way as

^
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not sufficient for such provisions.

fact the remainder of the inscription

except that the traces of the word

is

fieTawoL-ficxri

show that the law prob-

ably ended with the provision quoted in Demosthenes,
atrios

ISioiTrjs

fj

In

quite incapable of restoration

top deaiiov avyxvdrjpai roude,

fj

os

fjt.eTairoLr]<Tr]

av apxoiv ^
avTov cltlhov

elvai Kai iraldas Kai to. eKeivou.^

As

cursory review of the inscription shows premeditated

this

homicide

not mentioned, although Draco

is reputed to have been
between premeditated, unpremeditated
and justifiable homicide. In this connection the introductory words
of the code, as it stands, have occasioned much discussion for they
are obviously not words which would be used to begin a set of laws,

the

is

first to

draw a

distinction

One explanation offered is that the laws of Draco
fjLt], K. T. X.
contained a provision on premeditated homicide at the beginning.
When the laws were copied that provision was placed on a separate
Kai kafx

stele.
If this theory is correct it is necessary to assume that the
popular decree, which heads the existing stele, and the axon number
were repeated at the beginning of each stele, an assumption which is

by no means

attractive.

Another theory explains the beginning on

the supposition that the laws of Draco on premeditated homicide had

been superseded by later legislation and hence were no longer in
existence.
Gilbert contends that in the original laws of Draco a
single sentence preceded the present beginning, edi' k irpovolas KrdvQ
Tts TLva,

airodavetv

{rj

(f)evyeLV Kai to. kKeluov

der of the paragraph after

4>evyeLv,

aTijxa

dvai?

The remain-

then, would refer to the procedure

common to both kinds of homicide trial, i.e. the kings decide before
which court the case shall go, but the ephetae constitute the membership of the court in both cases. This theory of Gilbert is due to his
assumption that during the time of Draco the ephetae judged cases of
premeditated murder. But the court of the Areopagus in the time of
Draco had jurisdiction in these cases.
It

is

impossible to find authentic material for a reconstruction of

the procedure of the Areopagus in pre-Solonian and pre-Draconian
times. ^

Several mythical trials for homicide are represented as being

*

xxiii. 62.

»

Gilbert, BeUrage, p. 490.

Cf supra, pp. 1 1
* Before the Areopagus in the fifth and fourth centuries came premeditated murder, wounding with intent, arson and premeditated poisoning resulting in death
(Demosthenes .xxiii. 22; Aristotle, Ath. Pol. Ivii. 3; Pollux viii. 117; Philippi, op. cit.
'

.

fif.

.
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held at Athens before a court which sat for the purpose of dealing with

such cases.

These

In some of these the parties involved were not Athenians.

seem to indicate that in very early times provision was
Athens for the trial of persons who were charged with murder
and that strangers may have been induced by its reputation to
submit their cases to this court.
It is true that in the case of foreigners the verdict could not be enforced, but the question of jurisdiction is of relatively little importance where the matter is one of

made

stories

in

^

religion rather than of law.

In

all of

The account

as the Areopagus.-

of

the

myths

this court is

none of these

trials,

known

however,

except that of Orestes affords any data regarding practice and proAeschylus, in his description of this

cedure.

trial in

the Eumenides

represents Athena as instituting a homicide court at Athens for the

The common

purpose of trying Orestes.

tradition in ancient times

on the Areopagus.^ Aeschylus identifies
the new court instituted by Athena with the Areopagus of the
historical period.
Some modern scholars have refused to accept the
tradition and considerable discussion about the scene of the trial has
ensued;^ but the problem has no place in the present study which is
wholly limited to procedure. The details given by Aeschylus are not
full enough to distinguish the court which he describes from any
of the other homicide courts.
The proceedings begin with a preliminary investigation conducted by Athena acting as presiding
placed the scene of the

pp. 23

trial

The preliminary investigation was identical with
The accuser swore to his right to

flf.).

unpremeditated homicide.

guilt of the defendant, the

defendant

in his turn, to his

that used in cases of

prosecute and to the

innocence (Antiphon v. 11;

Demosthenes xxiii. 67). Each of the two could make two speeches,
after the first of which the defendant was at liberty to go into exile (Demosthenes xxiii.
69; Pollux viii. 117). Equal votes constituted an acquittal (Antiphon v. 51). The king
archon took part in the voting after he had divested himself of his magisterial character by taking off his wreath (Aristotle, Alh. Pol. Ivii. 4; Pollux viii. 90).
Lysias

V. 16;

*

Ancient writers attribute to Athens the invention of courts and

Lipsius,
*

x. 11;

Das

Hellanicus, quoted

Demosthenes
i.

Attische Recht, p.

444,

11.

7

xxiii.

by the

trials.

Cf

3.

scholiast

66; Pausanias

i.

on Euripides, Orestes 1648; Electra 1258 S.i
Ep. 3; Bckker, Anecdota

28.5; Parian Marble,

fif.

'Aeschylus, Eumenides 687

fl.;

Euripides, Electra 1258

ff.;

Orestes

1650; Iph.

Taur. 961.
*

Ridgeway, "The True Scene

Class. Rev. xxi. pp. 163

ff.

of the

Second

Cf. Verrall, p. 184.

.Act of the

EnmcniJes of Aeschylus,"
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the role of the king archon in later times.'

Erinyes are questioned

first.

They

tell

their

name and

state their

accusation against Orestes.
(f>ovevs

'yap elvat.

fjLrjTpos

^^icocaro.

Athena inquires whether there were extenuating circumstances, but

They

the Erinyes evade the question.

object that Orestes will

neither take nor tender an evidentiary oath.

questions Orestes as to his
suppliant.

name and

Orestes replies that he

is

At

Athena

this point

story and his right to be a

already ceremonially clean since

was performed in Apollo's temple at Delphi. Then
he describes his act, asking Athena to judge its justifiability. Athena
declares herself incapable of deciding the matter alone and determines
to choose from the best of her citizens men who shall constitute a
The two parties to
permanent tribunal for the trial of homicide.^
the suit are ordered to summon their witnesses and produce their
his purification

proofs.

At the trial Athena again presides. A herald proclaims the meetby the blast of a trumpet. While the people are assembling
Athena proposes to proclaim the establishment of the new court,
but her speech is cut short by the entrance of Apollo. The trial
begins and the ordinance is postponed. Apollo testifies to the purification of Orestes at his instance and declares himself responsible for
his act.
Athena then opens the trial using the regular technical
formula elaayu T-qv b'lK-qv.
The prosecution represented by the
ing

Erinyes

is

bidden to make the accusation.

This consists in questions

Orestes lays the guilt upon Apollo, at the

addressed to Orestes.'

same time inquiring why the Erinyes did not pursue his guilty mother.
Their sole defence is that she was not of the same blood with the man
she murdered. Orestes then calls upon Apollo for his evidence. The
god declares that he received from Zeus the oracle directing Orestes
to

avenge

own

guilt.

his father.

To

Clytaemnestra deserved to die because of her

the Erinyes' objection that Zeus himself put his

own

father in chains and yet in the case of Orestes considers the death
of a father of

more importance than that

*

Eumenides 397

2

Euripides, Orestes 1650

of a

mother Apollo

replies

ff.

ff., is

at variance with Aeschylus in that he

makes the

gods act as jurors.
' In the fifth and fourth century Athenian law courts a speaker could question
opponent and the judges could interrupt and ask questions of the speaker.

his

^
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may

be unbound, but spilt blood is irrevocable. He here
main defence, namely, that the father is the true
parent. After this closing plea of the defence Athena gives over the
case to the jury and Apollo urges them to remember their oath. At
that fetters

enters

upon

his

this point the trial is interrupted

by the proclamation

ordinance establishing the court of the Areopagus for

all

of

Athena's

future time.

While the voting proceeds the Erinyes and Apollo alternately address
the jury in an attempt to win their votes. From a legal standpoint
this is entirely irregular. Before the votes are counted Athena declares
that her vote

for Orestes since she values the father

is

more highly

than the mother, and she adds that Orestes shall be acquitted

if

the

votes are equal.
VLKa 8' 'OpecTTTjs, KOiv

There has been some discussion on
suggested, (1) that

make

will

makes

if

the jury

is

la6\l/r](f)OS

KpLdfj.

this point,

two

possibilities being

equally divided, Athena, by her vote,

a majority in Orestes' favor;

(2)

that

if

Athena's vote

equality, then this equality shall acquit the defendant.

The

second of these two views seems contradictory to the statement of
Aeschylus that the ballots were equally divided.^

Aeschylus is a dramatist, not a legal historian. It is therefore not
be supposed that in an antiquarian spirit he sought to reproduce
on the stage a pre-Draconian trial. ^
But even if he was satisfied in
to

main

the

to project

back the practice

of his

own day

it

was inevitable
more or

that he should introduce antique features which would be
less familiar to

a cultured Athenian

who had

occasion to acquaint

himself, as Aeschylus did, with the traditions regarding the Areopagus.

The procedure

of the court

take place very slowly.

The

was

ritualistic

and changes would

history of homicide courts from Solon to

Demosthenes, a period of nearly three centuries, is known, and during
this time, although some changes in organization occurred, yet the
procedure remained practically the same. Some of the features which
can be selected as undoubtedly antique are as follows. The king
>

Cf. Euripides, I ph. Taur. 965; Eleclra 1265 S.

*

Verrall, p. xlvi,

in his time

remarks that from Aeschylus it would naturally be inferred that
an Areopagite jury was even in number and that the archon basileus who

presided always voted according to Athena's precedent for acquittal so that equality
in the votes of the jurors always counted in favor of the defendant.
'

Verrall, p. xlvi, considers the

Eumenidcs a doubtful authority on law and

history since the real issue of the play

is religious,

not

legal.

legal
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The preliminary

investiga-

went back as far at least as the time of Draco.
And if it is true that Draco merely codified existing customary laws
and practices the anakrisis must have belonged to pre-Draconian
procedure. At least it must be as old as the distinction between
different kinds of homicide.
The evidentiary oath tendered by the
Eumenides is an exceedingly ancient institution since it was known
in the days of Homer.^
Out if this grew the oaths of the parties
preliminary to a trial. These preliminary oaths are not mentioned
bpKlwv and opKWV TrepuvTas fxrjSev eKdLKov
by Aeschylus unless <t)6vcov
are meant to include them. Aeschylus could assume that
<t)pe(7Lv^
Equality of votes
his audience would take these oaths for granted.
counted as acquittal in the time of the orators and of course in
Aeschylus' time, but how far back this can be projected it is impostion

his presidency

.

.

.

sible to say. From a legal standpc int this is quite a natural procedure
because mere equality of votes indicates that the prosecution has
not proved its case.

Aeschylus does not reproduce the regular four set speeches of an
Athenian murder trial.
It is not sufficient explanation to say that
they are not suited to the drama. Euripides has shown that set
speeches of accusation and defence can be easily managed. It is more
likely that Aeschylus is here reproducing the procedure before a
magistrate

who

in pre-Solonian times

had

final jurisdiction.

Each

no doubt, presented his side of the case largely in the form
of answers to questions of the magistrates, constantly interrupted and
stimulated by protests and questions of his opponent. Aeschylus
presents, then, a rather realistic picture of an ancient trial before a
single magistrate.
In the time of the orators the parties no longer
gave evidence except in answer to their opponent's questions in
open court. This is a survival of the ancient practice here represented.

litigant,

The number of Areopagites in the drama, which is usually supposed by commentators to be twelve, is of no importance here. From
the fact that Athena declares that she will select a jury for this

trial

Verrall argues that the Areopagus never sat in full assembly, but

that a jury for each
responsible

1

Cf

» 11.

.

official.^

infra, p. 55.

483 and 489.

»p. 182.

trial

was

He

selected

finds

it

from the whole group by some

inconceivable that

all

members
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were compelled to attend each session and equally inconceivable that
attendance was left to private inclination.
Verrall speaks as if
Athena meant to select from an already existing body of jurors,
forgetting that she is instituting an entirely new court from her
citizen body.
Nothing is known about the procedure in homicide trials at Sparta
except that in contrast with Athenian practice they extended over
In Cyme the law recognized the evidentiary oath
several days.^
of an accuser with oathhelpers as the procedure to be used in homicide cases. If the prosecutor in a trial for murder could furnish a
certain number of oathhelpers he won his case.^
According to Euripides* account
from Argos, but was held for trial {Orestes 46 ff.,
430; 443; 870 ff.). But it must not be supposed that he was attempting to picture an
Argive homicide trial. The description is, however, interesting as a picture of a homicide trial before a popular assembly rather than before a court. In the first part of the
play, the trial as described by Electra, was to decide on the mode of Orestes' death, not
on his guilt. But later in the rather sketchy description of the trial the point at issue is
whether he shall suffer the death penalty or not. The Argives apparently gather in full
assembly. A herald opens the session. Then in succession come four speeches by
different people, two in accusation and two in defence. So far Euripides follows the
regular Athenian procedure of four speeches in a murder trial. But at this point
Orestes is introduced with a speech in his own behalf. This is entirely irregular.
^ Aristotle, Politics 1269 a 1.
For a discussion of this law, cf. infra, pp. 65 ff.
'Gilbert, Constitutional Antiquities, p. 80.

Orestes was not permitted to

flee

CHAPTER V
The Evidentiary Oath and Oathhelpers
The Evidentiary Oath

(a)

of the Principal.

The evidentiary oath began as a challenge or wager.

^

There are several

form of the evidentiary oath in Greece. It was
known in the Homeric epoch. After the chariot race in the funeral
games for Patroclus the second prize was given to Antilochus, who had
won by a foul.'' Thereupon Menelaus protested that the prize was his.
At first he asked the chiefs to arbitrate impartially between them (/xtjS'
€7r' apuyfj), but immediately rejected his own suggestion and challenged Antilochus to an evidentiary oath to the effect that he had not
won by a foul. Antilochus refused the oath and without more ado the
prize was given to Menelaus. There is a vague reference to this kind
of oath in Hesiod.^ The passage may mean that a man has been
deprived of some property by another who takes an oath that he is
innocent, thereby perjuring himself. An analogous case is found in
the Hymn to Hermes.* Hermes, on being accused by Apollo of having
stolen the latter's cattle, angrily declares that he will take the matter
before Zeus and offers to swear that he did not steal them. In this
examples of

this early

and
an instance of

case, however, Apollo apparently refuses to accept the oath

Hermes submits

to a regular trial before Zeus.

an oath voluntarily offered by the

This

is

litigant in support of his

own

con-

tentions.
Bonner, "Adnainistration of Justice in the Age of Homer," Classical Philology
30; Evidence in Athenian Courts, p. 74. This form of trial is found in the
primitive stages of many legal systems. It was known in Germanic law (Grimm,
•

vi, p.

was occasionally allowed
pp. 24, 25) and in
Massachusetts colony a white man was permitted by law to swear an evidentiary oath
in answer to the accusation of an Indian (I. Prov. Laws Mass. 151 [1693-94]).
Deutsche Rechtsaltertiimcr,

(Thayer,

«

Age

A

ii.

495

ff.),

in

Anglo-Saxon law

Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at the

Iliad xxiii 582

ff.

On

it

Common Law,

the passage cf Bonner, "Administration of Justice in the
.

Homer," C. P. vi. p. 30.
Works and Days 193-94.

of
»

^Xdi/'€i
fivdoiaii'

6'

6 KaKds

tov &ptlova ^ajra

aKoXiols iviirajv,

eiri

Cf. Bonner, "Administration of Justice in the
«

324

ff.

55

&'

opKOv butirai..

Age

of Hesiod," C. P.

vii.

p. 18.
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Theognis makes several references to the

false evidentiary oath,

He

speaks especially of an

bewailing the faithlessness of mankind.

evidentiary oath with regard to a deposit of property.^
et 8'

adiKOis Trapa Kaipbv avrjp (pCKoKepSeL
KT7]<jeTaL,

avrUa nkv

eW

dOfxcx)

opKco Trap to BiKaLOv eK(j}v,

rt (ftepeip Kepdos So/cet, ej 8e TiKtvTriv

au0is 'i'^iVTQ KaKov, dtCiv 8' virepeax^ vobs.

to

The Eumenides of Aeschylus
an oath which was refused.^
Herodotus in two passages

deposit of

When

money Glaucus
After

asking

if

another instance of a challenge

refers to the evidentiary oath.

money was made with Glaucus, a

for his honesty.

action.

offers

told
their

the sons of the depositor

them that he had no

A

man renowned

Spartan, a

came

to collect the

recollection of the trans-

departure he consulted the oracle at Delphi,

he should swear and so keep the money. ^

a contemplated oath, but

This

is

merely

taken with the consent of the claimants

if

would have settled the case. The other passage has to do with an
oath regarding the identity of a person.*

it

The Gortyn code furnishes several instances of this type of oath.
But the party no longer takes the oath on his own initiative or on a
challenge from his opponent. The law ;pecifies the cases in which an
evidentiary oath shall be taken and which of the two parties in a
particular case has the privilege of taking it. Thus the code, which
represents a very early stage of legal development, illustrates the

growth

of a

voluntary procedure into a compulsory procedure speci-

by law

fied

for certain types of cases.

period, perhaps

when

the

first

At some point

in this early

written laws were established, the law-

giver perceived the value of the evidentiary oath as a form of

He thereupon

introduced

oath in the Gortyn code

He

master.

is

'

199

ff.,

Cf. 1139

ff.

where there

is

The

first

is

own

but in

this

become the
fif.

trial.

instance of the

that of a slave girl violated by her

the legal representative of the slave

case since he has

283

in his code.

it

culprit she

and Herodotus

vi.

is

girl,

allowed to institute action

86, discussed infra.

Cf. also Theognis

a general reference to the evidentiary oath.

2 429 ff.
Cf. Bonner, Evidence in Athenian Courts, p. 75; Brehier, De Graecorum
Judiciorum Origine, pp. 91 ff.
' vi. 86.
Cf Rawlinson's note, ad loc. "The Greek law allowed an accused person,
with the consent of the accuser, to clear himself of a crime imputed to him by taking an
.

oath that the charge was false."
*

vi.

68

f.
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Her oath decides the matter (op/ctajrepai'). If she takes it the
must
pay a fine.^ The next case deals with a divorced woman
master
accused of carrying off some property belonging to her husband.
Acknowledgement of the theft involves the payment of a fine. But

herself.

if

she denies

the court decrees that she take an oath of denial under

it,

That the oath

conditions specified by law.

by the

if

taken

is final is

shown

that various measures are provided to prevent the

fact

The demolestation of her property after she has taken the oath.^
fendant in an action to recover a debt when witnesses are lacking is
allowed at the demand of the plaintiff to clear himself by one of two
methods; the

first

did not declare or

of these

an evidentiary oath,
the promise

is

he who

if

made

"but
,

if

let

witnesses

him

either

whichever the plaintiff chose. "^
Another type of the evidentiary oath as taken by the principal
alone is the oath of the Athenian father to the legitimacy of a son
This oath created a preon his introduction into the phratry.^
sumption that the contentions of the father were true, but it was subject to rebuttal, if anyone had doubts about its truth. An analogous
take an oath, or

,

that furnished

oath

is

ship

was extended

by an

inscription

to foreigners of free

from Dyme^ where citizenbirth on the payment of a

All over seventeen years of age themselves took

talent to the state.

applying for citizenship had sons
under seventeen, he took the oath that they were his legitimate sons
and were under seventeen years of age. When they reached the age

But

the oath.

if

man who was

a

.®
they became citizens through the strength of that oath
charin
the
made
been
have
The next change which is known to
acter of the oath is attributed to Solon, as were so many ancient

of seventeen

Mi. 11

Headlam, "The Procedure of the Gortynian Inscription," Journal of

ff.

He claims that the
xiii. p. 65, refuses to regard this oath as final.
accused master was allowed to clear himself by oath or in some other way. But this
Zitelmann considers
interpretation does not take account of the word bpKwrkpav.
Hellenic Studies

the oath
2 iii.
» ix.
*

final.

Cf.

1 ff,

51

ff.

Isaeus,

xi.

45

ff.

and

Headlam's, op.

vii.

16;

viii.

p.
oil.

58 infra for details about the taking of the oath.
p. 55, translation.

Ziebarth,

19. Cf.

De

The dots

indicate lacunae.

iiireiurando in iure Graeco qttaestiones,

p. 32.
'

Das

CoUitz-Bechtel,

Sammhmg

der griechischcn Dialektinschrifkn 1614;

griechische Biirgcrrecht, pp. 54

and 113

cf.

Szanto,

f.

« Dareste, HaussouUier, Reinach, Rccucil, Second Series,
example of an evidentiary oath which admitted of rebuttal,
in which an official is ordered to take such an oath.

vol. i,p. 104, give

another

in a Calaurian inscription
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laws, although

it

legal system.^
tQ)v

Kpivo^kvcov,

(Tu/i/36Xata

oath

is

exv

may

well belong to an earlier stage of the Athenian

do^aaral

kpltolI

:

yap

KcKevei

daiv

SoXcoj'

ol diayiyvcjiffKovres irorepos evopKel

tov

limited to cases in which there

but both parties
the institution.^

hyKoKovixtvov,

fiapTvpas, oyLVVvai, koI tov evdvvovTa 8e

fJiriTe

may
By

take

it

k-Keibav

tiTjn

bfxo'ujis.

The

no other available evidence,
one as in the earlier stages of

is

instead of

time

it is plain that the evidentiary value
almost disappeared. It is little more than a formality.
It is extremely probable then that the oath of the parties preliminary to a trial arose from this oath.^
Originally restricted to

this

of the oath has

certain cases in the law attributed to Solon, the evidentiary oath soon
spread to other cases and at last became the normal practice in every

form

of trial.
Plato intimates that the preliminary party oath was
derived from the evidentiary oath, or, as he calls it, the oath of

Rhadamanthys.^

This is a very plausible explanation. Each party
both private and public suits after a time took the oath, the
plaintifif that the defendant committed the crime, the defendant that
he did not. Then the purely evidentiary character of the preliminary
oath was lost and it became a mere formality.
in

The oath was very solemn and was taken with great formality
over victims on a blazing altar.^
The one who swore had to take
hold of the altar or he might lay his hand on his child as he took the
oath.
of the

^

Der

Always the oath ended with a curse calling down the wrath
gods upon the swearer and all his race if he swore falsely. The

Lexica Segueriana, Bekker, Anecdota Gracca,

atiiscke Process, p. 898, n. 376,

connect

i.

242.

Meier-Schomann-Lipsius

oath definitely with the oath in

this

response to a challenge in later Athenian law.
'^

Gilbert, Beitrage, p. 466, suggests that both parties were ready to take the oath

and the

legislator considered it unfair to give the

restriction of

it

' By the preliminary oath
each party confirmed his plea.

*

Laws 948 B.

is

meant the oath by which at the beginning

Plato objects to the fact that

the two litigants in every suit

is

bound

ently accepts the Platonic explanation

upon the evidentiary character
suggests that these oaths

may

conviction of the one

who

were not

religious.

*

For

juristic,
tJie

advantage to one party by the

to either party.

but

ff.

and Bonner,

op.

of the party oath.

Rohde, Psyche,

formalities attendant

semester, 1844), pp. 179

the party oaths are taken one of

to be perjured. Gilbert, op.
cit.

pp. 74

Philippi,

cit.
f .,

pp.466

f.,

appar-

expressly remarks

Dcr Areopag, p. 92,
itself, but with the

not have had to do with the fact

swore.

Griechen (Erschien zuerst vor

if

of a suit

i.

268, n. 2, suggests that the oaths

upon various oaths, see Lasaulx, Der Rid bet den
Wiirzburger Lectionskatalog fiir das Sommer-

dem
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to the swearer

who

word for word.^
To summarize the original evidentiary oath began with a wager
or challenge. It was a wholly voluntary act. After a time the possibility of using such an oath as a method of procedure was recognized
and it was made a regular form of trial by the state, even being compulsory in some cases. If taken where prescribed by law it was final.
Later the oath became subject to rebuttal and finally both parties
were allowed to swear an evidentiary oath. At length this party
oath spread to all cases and became a mere formality.
repeated

it

—

(b)

The Evidentiary Oath

of

the Principal with Oathhelpers

Compurgation has been treated as an independent institution.
But it is really a development of the evidentiary oath and many of
In the
its peculiarities become clear only if this fact is recognized.
various legal systems the evidentiary oath was early felt to be insufficient and it survived in modified forms in only a few instances. In
later stages as a rule the oath of the principal had to be supported by
auxiliary oaths varying in number according to the matter at issue.^
In
This form of trial was especially common in the Middle Ages.^
German law the co-swearers were known as Eideshelfer, in English
Under both systems the helper
as oathhelpers or compurgators.*
swore merely to his confidence in the principal's oath. It had nothing
whatever to do with the fact at issue. ^ Any freeman might wage his
' The
accuser and the accused before the Areopagus at Athens took a very
solemn oath, swearing over the pieces of a boar, a ram and a bull which had to be sacTheir oath was by the Erinyes and the
rificed by certain persons on certain days.

other divinities.
*

Grimm,

'

Thayer, op.

op.

cit. ii.

cit.

495

fE.

Schroder, Lehrhiich dcr deutschen Reclitsgescltichte, p. 83.

p. 24.

was quite unknown in Roman law. In
wager of law. German
law aside from the term Eideshelfer uses the Latin names consacravientales and coniuratores and designates the institution Eidhilfe. The institution was in use in France also
in the case of heretics. Cf. DuCange, Glossarium, under compurgator. The oath was as
follows: "Ego talis juro per Deum et haec sancta quattuor Evangelia, quae in manibus
meis teneo, me firmitcr credere quod talis non fuit Insabbatus, Valdensis, vel Pauperum
de Lugduno, neque Haereticus credens errorum erroribus, et credo firmiter eum in hoc
jurasse verum."
* In both England and Germany oathhelpers were apparently first used in criminal
Cf. Grimm, op. cit.
suits, for all of the earliest cases belong to this kind of action.
However, in later times, trial by compurgation was admitted in civil suits, in
ii, 49L
*

A

late

Latin word.

English law the institution

The

institution

itself is

known

as compurgation or
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Slaves, not being

law.^

competent

quently not allowed as oathhelpers.

of Justice

to take
It

is

an oath, were conse-

generally believed that in

man had as oathhhelpers only
Naturally the relatives would be most keenly

the earlier stages of the institution a

own

his

relatives.

interested, since the accusatitn,
It

was

also a matter of duty.^

if

not disproved, might cause a feud.^

As time went

on, however, the right to

take the oath was extended to neighbors and friends.

only people

mate

who knew

Naturally

the principal well, relatives, neighbors, inti-

be admitted as oathhelpers.^
It was always a
Oathhelpers had to be of age.^
As a general rule women could not act as oathhelpers.* The rank of
an oathhelper might depend on that of his principal, or on that of the
person injured, for instance on that of the deceased in a homicide
In the beginning oathhelpers must always have been on the
case.^
side of the defendant. It is of course a very natural growth of the
friends, could

partisan institution.

distinctly

England surviving chiefly in cases of detinue and debt. In an action of debt, unless the
on a sealed document, the defendant as a rule might wage his law.
Cf. Pollock and Maitland, The History of English Law before the Time of Edward I,
The institution early fell into disuse in crinainal suits in England. There from
ii. 214.
the beginning it was used in both ecc'esiastial courts {ibid. i. 443) and in the king's
courts as an optional form of trial alongside trial by jury. In the fourteenth century a
citizen had a choice between the Great Law and a jury of 12 {ibid. ii. 634-36). The institution had nearly disappeared by the latter half of the eighteenth century, but as late
as 1824 a case appeared in which a debtor demanded compurgation and the practice
was not officially discontinued until 1833, when further use of it was forbidden by an
Act of Parliament. Cf Thaj^er, op. cit. In Germany in the Middle Ages compurgation
was restricted almost entirely to criminal suits. The oathhelpers in civil suits gradually
plaintiff relied

.

faded into witnesses who

A

testified

from their own knowledge (Schroder,

op.

cit.

715).

case in which Eideshelfer were used in the year 1548 shows that the institution in

Germany

lasted until the late Mediaeval period.
Only a freeman was capable of paying Wcrgcld. Grimm, op. cit. ii. 495 ff. The
only exception to the rule that any freeman might be tried by compurgation is found in
Salic law where it is stated that only nobles were allowed trial by compurgation,
although any freeman could be tried in that way if the plaintiff gave his consent.
2 Pollock and Maitland, op. cit. ii. 600.
'

^

Schroder, op.

*

ibid. p. 83.

^

Grimm,

'

ibid.

i.

op.

563.

cit.

p. 70.

cit. ii.

543.

There are exceptions

to this rule.

In the ecclesiastical courts of

England a woman strengthened her cause with women oathhelpers. Among certain
Germanic peoples also women could support the oath of a litigant, as for example
among the Lombards and Burgundians {ibid. ii. 495).
^ ibid.
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institution that the privilege should eventually be extended to the
plaintiff as well/

just as in the case of the evidentiary oath of the

principal.

The procedure was quite simple. In England when the litigant
was permitted to wage his law the court fixed the number of compurgators which he must produce/ since the number varied according
As the institution developed the
to the importance of the case.^
At first the selection lay
changed.
choosing
oathhelpers
method of
entirely with the party to the suit/ but later they were chosen by the
adversary or the judge. But under this later procedure the Htigant
always retained the right to reject those who w -re chosen if he could
The oathhelper,
satisfactorily explain his refusal to accept them.
on the other hand, had the right to refuse to take oath if he was
unable to reconcile

it

with his conscience.^

In the primitive stages of

every legal system there is apparent a great fear of committing perjury.
Herein consist the safeguards which made the institution a sounder
means of proof than it seems to be. When the trial took place the

oath was administered to the litigant by the adversary in early times
and in later times by the judge. The litigant repeated it word for

Then the oathhelpers had to swear, at first, it seems, jointly,
word.
By the individual oath it was made to
but in later times singly.*^
appear a more personal and solemn thing. The content of the oath
In English courts they swore
is much the same in both systems.
hath sworn"^ although it might also
"The oath is clean that
1 In
English law there is no case cited by Thayer or by Pollock and Maitland in
which the oathhelpers aid the plaintiff until the later stages of the institution when it
had begun to be used in civil suits. Pollock and Maitland, op. cit. ii. 634-36. Cf.
Grimm, op. cit. In Germany also the Eideshelfer seem originally to have aided the
defendant exclusively, although later they appear even in homicide cases on the side of
the plaintiff. An old law is mentioned by Meister according to which the plaintiff in a
homicide trial could with two Eideshelfer swear that the defendant was guilty. Cf.

R.

M.
2

E. Meister, "Eideshelfer

Pollock and Maitland, op.

im griechischen Rechte," Rh. Mus.
cit. ii.

Ixiii.

p. 575,

n. 1.

610.

of this is the different number of oathhelpers required
London in the 13th century {ibid. ii. 634-36). Twelve seems to have
been a normal number in both the Germanic and English systems. Cf. ibid. ii. 600;
Thayer, op. cit. p. 90; Schroder, op. cit. p. 358. Only rarely was the oath with one helper
sufficient (Grimm, op. cit. i. 285). Occasionally as many as 300 oathhelpers are found.
« Schroder, op. cit. pp. 83, 384; Pollock and Maitland, op. cit. i. 140.
' Schroder, op. cit.
p. 83; Pollock and Maitland, op. cit. i. 140.
'

An interesting illustration

by the 3 laws

in

*

Schroder, op.

"

Pollock and Maitland, op.

cit.

p. 354.
cit. i.

140.
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take a less positive form,

i.e.

of Justice

they might swear that the oath was
In the Germanic system they

true to the best of their knowledge.^

swore that the oath of the principal was "rein und unmein."^
So
system is an oathhelper ever found who swore to the fact,
although there are undeniably cases in which the fact was known.

in neither

Great emphasis was put upon the form of the oath as sworn by the
The compurgator who swore to the innocence of a
person who was really guilty was not liable to a charge of perjury.
oathhelper.'

just, since he swore to his own belief, not to the
which presumably he did not know.
The institution of compurgation in England and Germany was
never developed farther than this. The oathhelper never swore to
anything except his confidence in the principal. It is true that they
appear sometimes on one side of the case, sometimes on the other.
It is true also that they must have known the facts on many occasions.
But this in no wise changed the character of their oath.
Although the institution was so well known in mediaeval law no
one had observed any instances of it in the legal systems of the
ancient Greeks until in 1895 Zitelmann* declared that he had found
some cases of oathhelpers in the great Gortyn inscription. He was
followed by various scholars who pointed out additional examples of
the institution elsewhere in Greece,^ and the whole matter was

This was, of course,
facts of the case

*

Ibid.

scientiam

ii.

knowledge at
that the oath
2

Cf. the formula

600.

suam iuramentum quod
all of
is

used in London, 13th century: "quod secundum
This does not, however, imply any

fecit fidele est."

i.e. it does not mean that they have positive knowledge
but merely that they know of nothing which makes it untrue.
cit. p. 83; "Die Eideshelfer hatten nicht die objektive Wahrheit,

the fact,

true,

Schroder, op.

sondern nur die subjektive Reinheit des Haupteides zu beschworen." Cf. Grimm,
op. cit. ii. 495 ff. and 541
"Eideshelfer schwuren nicht dass eine That wahr sei, sondern
dass der, dem sie halfen, einen echten Eid ablege."
:

2 At the use of a wrong word
the oath "bursts" and the adversary wins. Pollock
and Maitland, op. cit. ii. 600; Schroder, op. cit. p. 358. There are further specifications
as to the physical attitude in which an oath must be taken. Often the helper must
grasp the arm or shoulder of his principal as he speaks the oath. Grimm, op. cit. ii.

551.

Cf.
*

sheft.
*

ii.

129.

Buecheler and Zitelmann, "Das Recht von Gortyn," Rh. Mus.

Commentary by Zitehnann, p. 76.
Ziebarth, De iureiurando in iure Graeco

Pauly-Wissowa,

p. 2082; Gilbert, op.

cit.

quaestiones, pp. 40

pp. 468

f.

Erganzung-

article

"Eid"

ff.;

Wyse

in Whibley,

Greek Studies (1916), p. 467; Glotz, SolidariU de la famUle dans
criminel en Grice, pp. 288 ff.
to

in

(1896); R. Mtister,Berkhteder

konig. Sack. Gesellschaft dcr Wissenschaften, 1896, pp. 35

panion

f.;

xl,

Com-

le droit
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collected

and discussed

all of

the previously alleged occurrences of the institution and added

a few

new examples.

Before examining the various passages adduced by Meister and
his predecessors in support of the existence of the institution in

Greece

it

will

be well to point out that oathhelpers as a distinct class

mentioned by any Greek author. Nor does any
for them occur in Greek inscriptions.^
No
definite reference to the institution is found in the Attic orators and
the lexicographers who confine themselves to the explanation of what
occurs in the orators are silent. Not even Pollux, who devotes his
entire eighth book to legal terminology, mentions them.
Neither
Plato nor Aristotle, who were both versed in legal history, has any
designation for them.
Aristotle makes the following statement in
of witnesses are not

certain technical

name

regard to the different kinds of witnesses.^
irepl aiiTOV al Se

Tov

i]dovs, ibcTTi.

That

rept afxipLa^rjTovvTOs

/cat

Elcl 8e al /lapTvplat. at ixh

at fxev xept rod

irpaynaTOs at 8e

irepi

4>avepdv otl ouScttot' e(TTLV awopTJcaL fxaprvplas XPV^^'-I^V^-

makes a division into witnesses of fact and
But although it is generally admitted
that the institution of oathhelpers in the German and English sense
was unknown in Athenian law, most scholars have accepted the
phrase at naprvplai xept tov ridovs as referring to Eideshelfer. But
Aristotle is describing the law as it existed in his day. Hence it is not
probable that he would discuss an obsolete type of witness. Those
Aristotle

is,

witnesses

to

who argue

that the phrase has reference to oathhelpers use as proof

character.

the fact that Aristotle places these witnesses on a par with witnesses

them both

a decision might be based
of either), but that German Leumundszeugen, the
counterpart of our familiar character witnesses who testify to the
of fact (he calls

xP'yo'tA'^,

that

is

on the evidence

general reputation of a defendant, are never on a par with witnesses of
'

Rh. Mus.

Ixiii

(1908), pp. 559 S.

Cf. Cauer's review, Wochenschriftfur klassiscke

Philologie xxvi, p. 766.

The word

bnuiMrai. which is preserved in two inscriptions (Collitz-Bechtel,
4964 and 5092) has often been considered a technical designation for this class of
witnesses and opKo/xoTai {ibid. 4969; Fougeres, Bull. Corr. Hell. xvi,p. 577) has been inter*

op.

cit.

preted as a variant for
ligible

and

it is

dficj/xdrai.

not possible to

But

all

four inscriptions are

&pKon6Tai as oathhelpers on the ground that this
in the Oeanthea-Chaleion inscription {op.
for the institution is tJbe verb
3

Rhetoric 1376 a 23

ff.

fngmentary and

make any deductions from them
cit.

word

p. 579).

is

alone.

unintel-

Meister rejects

used unmistakeably of jurors
nearest approach to a word

The

aweMonaaaeOai, (Collitz-Bechtel, op.

cit,.

4986).

.
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Justice

But the analogy with German law is valueless. For English
law puts character witnesses on precisely the same plane with witnesses of fact. Furthermore, character evidence, although not quite
in the English sense, was well known at Athens and might be admitted

fact.

even in the Areopagus.^ It is then inconceivable that Aristotle refers
to compurgation which was not known at Athens in his day. That
he refers to character evidence is borne out by the following sentence
which Meister fails to quote :^ ei )ui) yap Kara rod Trpay/jiaTos v avrca
duoXoyov/jLhTjs fj tc3 6.y.4>ia^r}TOVVTL evavrias, dXXa Trepi rod ijOovs rj avrov
eis eTTLelKHav rj tov a^cpLajSrjTovvTos eis ^auXoTTjra. Obviously there is no
indication here of an oath either to a fact or to the truth of another
man's oath. The witness, regularly unsworn in Athenian practice,
simply

testifies to

the cTrteketa or ^ai^Xorrjs of the party.

then that Aristotle
oathhelpers, but

is

It

is

clear

not only not using a special designation for

is

not even speaking of oathhelpers.

Meister recognized two distinct classes of oathhelpers in Greek
law.3
1.

class

Those who swore that the
corresponds precisely

was good. This
compurgation in English and

principal's oath

to

Germanic law as described above.
2. Those who swore the same oath as the principal
This class

of his contentions.

is

entirely

unkown

in support

to the English

and Germanic systems.

The former class need have no knowledge of
The oaths consequently are quite different

the fact; the latter must.

common

in content, the

feature being that they join the principal in his preliminary oath in

both cases the oaths are final. The
if sworn at all, had no part in the preliminary oath
taken by the litigants, but swore to matters within his knowledge
which were considered germane to the issue; frequently he had no

denial or affirmation

and that

in

ordinary witness,

knowledge
Still

of the

main

another factor

— the

issue

may

guilt or innocence of the defendant.

be noted.

In

many

cases no witnesses

could be found to swear that the defendant did not

commit the crime

Bonner, Evidence in Athenian Courts, pp. 18 and 83 f.
Sandys translates: "For if we have no evidence as to the fact, either in agreement with our own side of the case or opposed to that of the adverse party, at all events
'

^

(we shall be sure to find plenty) as to character, ... to establish, that

own

is,

either our

respectability or the opponent's worthlessness."
'

Meister, op.

cil.

pp. 579

ff.; of.

in iure Graeco guaesliones, pp. 40

f

Zitelmann, op.

cit.

p. 76; Ziebarth,

De

iureiurando
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with which he was charged.

For example, Euxitheus, the defendant
Herodes murder trial was the last person seen in company
with Herodes.^ So no one could swear that he was not the murderer.
The problem then is to discover if possible whether class 2 develops from class 1. Although Meister has recognized the two distinct
classes in Greek law, he has failed to consider this question in detail,
thus confusing his argument.
Of the examples given by Meister there are only two cases of
Eideshelfer which correspond to the English and German systems,i.e.
relatives who swear to the truth of the defendant's oath. One occurs
in an inscription from Egyptian Thebes belonging to the second
century b.c.^ Two brothers, Heracleides and Nechutes, were charged
with wounding. They were ordered to take an evidentiary oath to the
effect that they themselves did not cause the wound, and did not
know who did (this probably means, as Meister suggests, that they
were not accomplices). In support of this oath their brothers swear
that it is true (aXrjdfj tov opKov dvai). a\r]dfj is used in the same sense
as the German "rein und unmein" and the English "good," that is, it
merely expresses the helper's confidence in the principal and implies
no knowledge of the facts. The oathhelpers could not have had
knowledge of the facts unless the time of the crime was specified and
they could prove an alibi for the defendants. This, however, is only
incidental.
The fact that they swear merely that the oath of the
in the

is true proves that they are oathhelpers in the only sense
term known in German and English law. It is interesting to
note that they are the closest relatives of the defendants. Relationship was one of the qualifications for the first type of oathhelper.
Apparently the oath of the defendants with their oathhelpers decided

defendants
of the

the case. If the helpers failed to take it, the defendants were to be
brought before the kTicrTaTrjs {epx^o'Go.i. ewl rbv k-KiaTaT-qv) for trial
on the merits of the case.
This form of compurgation is illustrated also by a passage from the
Politics in which Aristotle commenting on the absurdity of ancient

laws uses as an illustration a law of Cyme.'
fiapTvpuv 6

SicoKoov

TOV 4>6vov

Titiv

'

Antiphon

*

Published by Revillout and Wilcken, Rivue £gyptologique,

v. 22.

Wilcken, Gricchische Ostraka aus Aegyplen und Nubien,
cit.

av T\rjd6s tl Trapdaxirai

aiiTOV avfyevCiv, 'ivoxov ilvai tc3 <^6v(^ t6v

p. 575.
"

Politics 1269 a

1.

Cf. IMeister, op.

cit.

pp. 573

ff.

ii.

vi. p.

no. 1150.

11

and again by

Cf. Meister, op.
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The phrase twv

4>evyoPTa.

strued as dependent upon

of Justice

avrov cvyytvdv has generally been con-

(^bvov

and so has been considered

have

to

reference to the universal rule in Greece that only a relative of a

murdered man could prosecute the murderer.^ But if it is joined with
ixaprhpwv, which is not at all impossible,^ one of the important
characteristics of the original Eideshelfer would be fulfilled. In any
case there is no real difficulty in recognizing oathhelpers in the
itXtj^os Tt fxapTvpcop.
It may be objected that there is no mention of
an cath, the indispensable feature of the institution. But the objection cannot be sustained. For this is a murder trial and at Athens
all witnesses in murder trials were sworn so that Aristotle would
scarcely think it necessary to mention the oath which his readers

irXijOos

Aristotle describes them as fiaprvpes which seems to
show that he did not recognize them as oathhelpers. But if he had
realized that he was criticizing the institution of oathhelpers he would
not have used the word /idpryp, but some circumlocution, since his
readers could not have known that he meant oathhelpers. With his
knowledge of legal institutions it is remarkable that Aristotle was

would assume.

ignorant of the institution of oathhelpers, but in the face of this

passage
efifort

better to admit his ignorance than to

it is

to defend his knowledge.^

weakening

The

his

This

make

what Meister

is

a desperate

does, thereby

argument.

fact that stress

being oathhelpers.

comparatively

If

little

is

put on the quantity also makes for their

they were fact witnesses number would be of

importance.

Reliability, not quantity,

desideratum in testimonial evidence.

It

could be fact witnesses, for murder
greatest secrecy.

The only reason

the

for

usually committed with the
demanding a certain number

of

determining the case without

would be a practice

of eyewitnesses

is

scarcely possible that they

is

letting the defendant be heard in his

is

own

defense.

This

is

just

what

happens

in

required

number he wins the case. It is inconceivable that the law
number of eyewitnesses in order to establish a prima

the case of oathhelpers.

If

the party produces the

required a fixed
facie case.

If

they are oathhelpers, the passage furnishes an

pp. 47 S. and 425

»

Glotz, op.

2

Cf. Jowett's translation of the Politics.

'

Cf.

Wyse,

cit.

op.

cit.,

who

ff,

says that Aristotle

is

wrong.

illus-
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tration of oathhelpers as used on the side of the plaintiff.

number was

fixed

by the

court.

The

'^

These two cases exhaust the Greek instances of Eideshelfer as they
appear in Germanic and English practice. In the other cases cited by
Meister and his predecessors the so-called oathhelpers swear not that
the oath is good, but they swear the same oath as the principal. In
other words, owing to their knowledge of facts they are able to join the
principal in a solemn oath.
They thus differ fundamentally also

from regular witnesses

combination oath, like the ancient
The opponent is not allowed to
The unity and finality of the oath indicate a distinct
in that the

evidentiary oath, settles the case.

say a word.

development of oathhelpers unknown

Of the cases which belong under
laws of Gortyn, there

to other systems.

second class, all from the
one which shows more clearly than the others

is

the transition from class

this

to class 2.

1

The

so-called popular decrees. ^

first

It

comes from one

part of the inscription

obscure and the different persons with

whom

variously interpreted, but the impossibility of
certainty renders

any interpretation a mere

it

of

is

the

rather

deals have been

the lacuna with

filling

Meister turns his

guess.

attention chiefly to the second part of the inscription, which

is

much

and which apparently deals with a similar situation. In this
case A has made a seizure of movable objects from the house in which
B supposedly lives. But C who really lives there brings suit to
clearer

He

recover his property.

'

who come and

notifies three neighbors,

swear with him that the person (B) from

whom A meant

Meister cites an excellent analogy in a German law to the

efifect

to take the

that a plaintiff

in a homicide case could with

murder.

two oathhelpers swear that the defendant was guilty of a
Apparently the verdict was based on this oath and the defendant was not

heard in his
*

own

defense.

CoUitz-Bechtel, op.

cit.

(1897), pp.212 ff.;Ziebarth,

—

4986.

Meister, op.

Das Rccht von Gortyn,

cil.

pp. 570

p. 36.

ff.;

Halbherr,

A.J.A.i

Meister supposes that there are

three men involved A has been successful in a suit against B and has seized (in payment) property supposedly belonging to B, but in reality belonging to C. C brings suit
to recover his property from A and to strengthen his case brings nine of the neighbors.
Both B and C are put under oath. At this point a rather hopeless gap occurs which has
been filled, plausibly in the view of several who have accepted it, by the word ir\U%.

Thus the

force of the sentence

is

that after each side has taken

its

oath that side wins

on which the majority swear. The nine neighbors evidently take an oath, but the
content is wholly omitted and the circumstances under which it is taken are very
obscure.
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goods really does not

moned by

live in the house. ^

The neighbors

are

sum-

the plaintiff himself for the purpose of swearing the same

The

oath which he swears.

joint character of the oath

is

shown by

men are
know the principal well, the nearest neighbors.
Not only however, do they know the principal well, but they must of
necessity know the facts of the case also, that is, in what house the
the verb aweKao/jLoaaddat.

who

selected

man

naturally

As a

lives.

Relatives are not required, but

result they do not this time merely swear to their

confidence in the man, but knowing the facts they
stronger by swearing to the facts.

make

their oath

This seems to be a very natural

course of development. At first the oathhelpers swear only that a
man's oath is good, but occasions like the one under discussion arise
in which the oathhelpers, besides being friends and relatives, can not
but be cognizant of the very simple fact at issue. It is then a very
short step to the point of strengthening the case of the principal

swearing to the

by

fact.

The other cases from the Gortyn laws show a still further development along the same line, but now instead of being men who are
chosen because they know the principal and hence presumably know
the facts, they are

know

they do

men who

are

summoned

to take the oath because

the facts inasmuch as they have participated in a

preliminary transaction.

The

first of

these cases deals with the dis-

position of a child born after the separation of

mother

its

parents.^

The

obliged to take the child to her husband in the presence

is

of three witnesses.

dispose of

it

If

the father refuses to accept

as she chooses.

Then,

if

it

the mother can

the father attempts to recover

it was not duly brought to him, the case is
by putting the precautionary witnesses and the relatives to an
oath to the effect that they took the child in the proper way. These
witnesses are to have preference in the oath (opKtwrepot). This means
that the father has no recourse. He loses the case. The joint character of the oath and its finality are sufficient to bring these witnesses

the child, asserting that

settled

under the second
'

class of oathhelpers.

Headlam,^ while recognizing

Halbhcrr translates as follows: "Let three of the nine neighbors swear together
who afTimis this), to whom this person will declare beforehand that he

(with the person

on

whom

the seizers have enforced the sequestration does not dwell in

of wpofeiiret

is

rather "to notify" and the latter part of the sentence

oath as Mcister correctly translates
*

Code

»

Op.

of Gortyn,

cit.

pp. 48

ff.

iii.

44-iv. 8.

it.

is

it."

The

force

the content of the
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the joint character of this oath and its purpose of confirming the
statement of the witnesses and the party, has completely failed to see
its finality.
As soon as these two essential characteristics of the oath
of the compurgators in class 2 are seen to be present, there is no need
of Meister's detailed argument.^

The next

case, cited

from a second Gortyn inscription,

similar to the one just discussed,

who

i.e.

it

is

is

very

a case of precautionary

become oathhelpers.^ If the domestic animal
has been attacked by that belonging to another
man and is killed or put to flight, the owner of the injured beast is
to pursue it, if it is possible, in case it has fled.
But if pursuit is
impossible or the animal is dead, he is bound to summon the owner
of the offending animal and point out to him the place where his own
animal is. This must be done in the presence of two witnesses.
Then, if during the suit brought by the owner of the injured animal
witnesses

later

belonging to one

man

the defendant charges that these formalities were not complied with,
the production of the witnesses and their oath
to settle the matter.

The

that

is

necessary

witnesses swear to the fact, as

is

shown by

l/cdXij

SeiKalwv.^

the content of their oath

—

at

kiredleTo

is all

kir-qXevae

rj

fj

But they swear with the man who formerly summoned them as
processual or precautionary witnesses and their oath is final as shown
by the word opKiiorepov. Hence they belong in class 2.
The next case which Meister cites from the Gortyn code has been
generally accepted as convincing proof of the existence of the instituGerman and English sense, i.e. it would fall under type 1

tion in its

of the present classification.

It

was

this

passage which started the

Meister admits that they seem to be fact witnesses, but argues that they have
them nearer to the class of Eideshelfer: (1) they are
sworn a thing which is never said of the regular fact witnesses in the Gortyn code;
^

several characteristics which bring

—

(2)

the oath

kTrthevaav);
'

so important that the lawgiver

is

of the oath.

(Meister
(3)

is

wrong

in this.

mentions only that and not the content

The Greek

explicitly gives the content: oi

they swear along with the party.

Ziebarth, op.

cit.

p. 28.

'Meister argues here that the witnesses are not even "wissende Eideshelfer"
because they could not be expected to be present at the pursuit of the animal. So they
swear relying on the character of the party.
interpretation.

The passage means

reach where the owner cannot get
is

analogous) he
,

is

it

that

if

But the Greek

will scarcely allow this

the animal had fled somewhere beyond

(the pointing out of a slave in sanctuary in a

to point out that place just as

much

as

if

temple

the animal were dead.

witnesses were present at that performance and could swear to

it.

The

.
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Greek law.^

entire discussion of oathhelpers in

the treatment of an adulterer caught in the act.

him must bid

his relatives

ransom him.

If

may

The case deals with
The one who catches

they do not do so within

him as he wishes.
But if the captive, or his relatives in case he is slain, contend that he
was not caught in adultery, but that a plot was laid for him, the captor
whose position has now been reversed to that of defendant must
swear that he did take him in adultery. The oath must be taken with
four oathhelpers if it be the case of a free woman, with two others in
the case of the wife of an aireToipos, the master and one other in the
a certain period of time, the captor

dispose of

case of a slave.

The

joint oath in this case

content has been disputed.
evident by the language
spite of this
facts.

it

is

But the

clear, as is also its finality.

That they swore

hoKoaaOdai

k\tv,

{ixoikIovt

to the fact
hi

But

nt).

has been repeatedly asserted that they did not

made

is

know

in

the

The arguments of Zitelmann and Meister on this point are
They maintain that accidental witnesses in such numbers

untenable.

are impossible in such a case and that there would be no time to

summon

precautionary witnesses.

Accidental witnesses are unlikely,

But the second argument

true.

it is

is

had suspected Eratosthenes

tus

questioned a slave

girl

answered by the

sufficiently

parallel case of the Relatives of Eratosthenes

vs.

Euphile-

Euphiletus.^

of adultery with his wife.

So he

about the matter and persuaded her to

when Eratosthenes came

tell

him

After she had reported to him

to the house.

that the man was there he collected several witnesses and with them
went to his wife's apartment where he found Eratosthenes and killed
him in the presence of the witnesses. In Attic law a husband who
caught a man in adultery with his wife was permitted to slay him on

In this case the defendant distinctly says that he did not

the spot.

warn the witnesses

He went

of his intention beforehand.

neighbor's houses as soon as the slave girl aroused

whomever he happened
appeared

in court at the

of Euphiletus' act.^

It

is

Code of Gortyn ii. 20 S.
Headlam, op. cit. p. 66; Wyse, op.
'

op.

cit.

pp. 564

*

Lysias

*

The

ff

;
.

to

find at

time of the

p. 467;

cit.

the risk he ran

p. 76; Ziebarth, op.

R. Meister, op.

Dareste-Haussoullier-Reinach, Recueil

cit.

I.

p. 35;

358

later

the justifiability

man knowing

Cf. Zitelmann, op.
cit.

These witnesses

home.

trial to testify to

natural that a

to the

him and took

R.

M.

cit.

p. 83;

E. Meister,

ff

i.

witnesses in the Euphiletus case are of course not Eideshelfer in any sense

of the word.
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prove his right to slay should be thus provident.
And it is not at all unnatural that the required number of witnesses
This is just what
for cases of the kind should be specified by law.
facts and
happens in the Gortyn case. These witnesses know the
class of
second
the
their oath is joint and final so that they belong to
of not being able to

oathhelpers.

Meister has
rather puzzling case from the Gortyn code which
the number
that
ground
the
on
oathhelpers
of
example
rejected as an
this clas .'
under
included
be
to
deserves
fixed
not
is
of witnesses
or owes money given
"If one dies who has gone surety or has lost a suit
or another stands
as security or has been guilty of fraud or conspiracy
before
to him one shall bring suit against said person

A

in such relations

the end of the year.

The judge

shall render his decision according to

with reference to a judgment won the
the heirs as
judge and the recorder, if he is alive and a citizen, and
and pledges
surety
of
witnesses shall give testimony, but in the case
If the suit is

the testimony.

and fraud and conspiracy the

heirs as witnesses shall give testimony.

testify— d7rof€t7roi/T0
After they have testified (or if they refuse to
taken oath himhas
he
the judge shall decree that the plaintifif when
amount."^
simple
the
for
self and likewise the witnesses has judgment

The passage has

to do with the procedure to be followed in several

different kinds of suits, the character of

which can not be made out

that the
with any degree of certainty. One point is clear, however,
kind of
certain
defendant is dead and his heirs represent him. In one
and
judge
the
case, that with regard to a judgment won in court,
other
In
witnesses.
recorder under whom it was won, are specified as
witnesses (nairvpes
cases the proper witnesses or the heirs acting as
are proprocedures
Two alternative
oi kTL^aWovTes) are to testify.
vided.

If

the witnesses

make

decide in accordance with them.

their declarations, the judge

is

to

There are two interpretations given

from the puzzling word airofdirovTt.
have
has been interpreted as meaning "after the witnesses

for the second procedure arising

By some
made

it

their declarations."

Then

the judge decrees that the plaintiff

if they comply
take an evidentiary oath along with his witnesses and
According
debt.
his
of
amount
simple
the
that he have judgment for
refuse to
defendant
the
of
witnesses
the
the other interpretation

to

>

ix.

24-40.

Meister, op. cU. p. 576. Zitelmann, op.

cit.

p. 171, accepts it as

a case

of Eideshelfer.
2

Translation

by Buck, An Introduction to the Study

of the Greek Dialects, pp. 272

f.
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Then the plaintiff resorts to the simple means of formally
testify.
making a declaration under oath along with his witnesses. If he does
so he is declared winner in the suit. That is, his oath and that of his
helpers is final. The interpretation of airofe'nrovTL, however, does not
affect this discussion for in either case the plaintiff resorts to

evidentiary oath with helpers.
question of

The oath

number need occasion no

and

joint

is

The

difficulty.

an

The

final.

plaintiff brings

forward processual witnesses who witnessed the original contract.
There would have been a definite number of them^ and they all
swear in this compurgatory oath. There is no need of specifying the

number.

would have been

It

fixed for the original contract

and

remains the same.

An

alleged case of Eideshelfer which has occasioned an

amount
in

of discussion is that of the eTrco/iorat

Oeanthea or Chaleion was allowed

which an

enormous

alien plaintiff

choose under

to

certain

conditions:

Al

k'

TO)

6

Kal

fidico

^kvo)

iais

Kal

-KKkov,

av8ixo.^(t}VTi

oiiraycov

^kvos

fiCLovoLt

tirwuoTat eXea-

Toi ^evoSUai,

rav

apiCTivhav
irevre

Kal

S'lKav
,

Trpo^kvo)

ex^os

nh

kirl

rais

av8pas,

5c/c'

fiva'ia-

kirl

raij

avbpas.^

kvvt

The word eTrco/ioTat has been regarded as
by many scholars.^ Buck,* Hitzig^ and

referring to additional jurors

Ott^ interpret

the

word as

Cf Simon, "Zu den griechischen Rechtsaltertiimer," Wiener Studien, xii, pp. 66
collects all of the extant instances in which a definite number of witnesses is
required. It ranges from 1 to 8. Also very large numbers are occasionally found. He
*

ff.

.

He

does not speak of Eideshelfer.
'

Hicks and

^

Oikonomides,

Rangabe
xiii,

pp.

(cited

1 ff.;

Hill, Greek Historical Inscriptions, no. 44.

Ao/cpw^s AveKSorou t7ri7pa<>^s 6ia<>wri(Tij

by Meister,

Dareste, Revue des etudes grecques,

zur alien Geschichte,

i.

ii.

from Meister);

KirchhoS, Philologus

Eduard Meyer, Forschungen

p. 318;

307; Roberts, Introduction to Greek Epigraphy, no. 232, p. 357;

Dittenberger, Inscriptiones Graecae
of these scholars

(cited

p. 36); Rohl, Inscrip. Gr. Ant. 322;

had expressed

ix.

no. 333; Hicks

and

Hill, op.

cil.

no. 44.

Several

their opinions before the idea of oathhelpers in

Greek

law had become established.
0/). «/. no 56., p. 218.

and

'

Altgriechische Staatsvertrage iiber Rechtschilfe, pp. 13

'

Beitrdge zur Kenntnis des griechischen Eides, p. 120.

whether Buck and Hitzig conceive of these sworn

men

45.

It is difficult to discern

as additional jurors or as an

new court. Ott asserts that the word means merely "jurors" and is not a
compound ix-ofiSrai, but comes from tirSfivvni meaning "to swear to a thing."

entirely
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"sworn men with judicial functions." A small group of scholars who
have argued the case in detail interpret the word as oathhelpers.^
Their arguments are as follows: eirojuoTai. cannot mean additional
jurors; no instance of a partial jury thus specially selected occurs
if the chosen ones are additional judges, who decides
whether they are chosen according to the conditions?; they cannot be
fact witnesses since they are chosen (eXeorco).
This last argument is sound. They cannot be witnesses of fact.
With regard to the other arguments, in the first place in Greek as in
English law,2 trial by wager of law is often an alternative for trial
with witnesses. In any case, the oathhelpers are not brought in after

elsewhere;

the jury has already reached

its decision.

It is inconceivable that the

would not be allowed the benefit of oathhelpers from the
beginning even if there were fact witnesses. Again, although Eideshelfer are admittedly partisans, yet in this case the cTrco/xorai must not
include the irpo^epos and fidtos ^evos of the litigant, the only two
people whom there would be much possibility of his knowing well.
For, by the terms of the treaty, if a man has made a sojourn of more
than a month in Oeanthea or Chaleion he must submit to the regular
courts and cannot be tried before the ^evodiKai.
This restriction,
which constitutes the most important argument against Eideshelfer,
is disregarded by both R. Meister and R. M. E. Meister.
It is
plaintiff

impossible to see
is

why

the right to choose fifteen or nine Eideshelfer

not just as great or even more of a preference accorded to one side

than the right to choose some jurors. R. M. E. Meister's argument
absolutely untenable that if the men are additional jurors they will
sit along with the ^evodlKai and so there will be no one to decide
whether the conditions specified for the choice of them have been
is

complied with or not.

The

|ej/o5tKat

would naturally decide the

matter.

To the fact that there are odd numbers in both cases no importance has been attached by either writer. The numbers are too large
for fact witnesses, as has been said. It is also too much to suppose
that an alien who had been in the place less than a month could get so
many Eideshelfer, exclusive, be it observed, of the only two men who
could be supposed to know him well, his host and his proxenos.
Thus
1

R. Meister, op.

pp. 561
*

Meister's argument against fact witnesses militates against
cit.

pp. 35

ff.;

ff.

Cf. the

Theban

case, p. 65.

Gilbert op.

cil.

pp. 468

f.;

R.

M.

E. Meister, op.

cit.

—
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But if the era^ixoTaL are considered as a new group
number, so that there cannot be an equal number

Eideshelfer also.
jurors (odd in

votes on both sides) there

extremely

means

fair

is

opponent

is

of

then described by the inscription an

of dealing

with the case.

The

plaintiff,

given a fair deal by being allowed to choose them.

alien, is

of

treated fairly because the citizens chosen

by the

an
His

alien are

not apt to be influenced to the disadvantage of their fellow citizen.
There is no objection to this interpretation either from a linguistic
or

from a

legal standpoint.

this the last part of the

It

is

interesting to note in connection with

same inscription.

In a case in which a citizen

proceeds against a fellow citizen in accordance with the terms of the
the magistrates are to choose from the worthiest

av/jL^oKai

opKccnoraL

who

However, another treaty
clusively

if

men

jurors

on oath are to decide the case by a majority decision.

further proof

is

cited

by

proves the matter con-

Hitzig^

necessary.

The

inscription deals with a

treaty between Gortyn and Lato in Crete. In suits between citizens of
the two places the Gortynian plaintiff brings action at Lato and vice
versa and the plaintiff chooses his own judges SLKaaravs tKkcQui 6
The situation is precisely the same as that at Oeanthea
abiKibfxtvos.
and Chaleion.
To summarize there existed in Greece two distinct forms of the

—

institution of oathhelpers: those

who swore

to their confidence in the

oath of the principal (they might or might not have knowledge of the
facts of the case) and those who swore a joint oath with the principal
to the facts.
totle^

Together with the character witnesses found

there are then three types of witnesses

who

otherwise than by merely testifying to the fact.

in Aris-

assist the principal

This third class

may

have developed from the original oathhelper. The
attitude of both types (i.e. class 1 and class 3) towards the litigant
is obviously the same, for both have implicit confidence in his honesty.
Between the two there is undoubtedly a psychological connection,
but only confusion results from failure to recognize the fact that they
No Greek writer has identified them either
are not the same.
There is no feature that is common to all
explicitly or implicitly.
three types of witnesses. The first two swear in the preliminary oath
although they swear to different things. The first and third signify
their confidence in the principal, although one swears and the other
also, as class 2,

'

Op.

^

Supra,

cit.

p. 27.
Yt.

63.

For the text of the decree see Bull. Corr. Hell,

xxvii,

pp. 219

ff.
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takes no oath. It is quite reasonable then to treat the second and
third types as separate developments of the original oathhelper,
inasmuch as each type has a point in common with the original oathhelpers.

The procedure followed in connection with the two types of
Eideshelfer was apparently the same although the content of the two
oaths was

dififerent.

The numbers are much smaller than those as a
and German systems. There they might be
number. But in Greek law they range from one

rule found in the English

several hundred in

one part of the adultery case at Gortyn to four in another division of
same case. The extant examples, however, are very few and
doubtless larger numbers were often required.
Definite numbers
in

the

by law.
In the Gortyn case the
varies with the importance of the individual injured as also
in the case of the child. This tallies with Germanic and English law.

are required for specific cases

number

They
As a

are found on the side both of the defendant and the plaintiff.

by the litigant, but at Thebes the persons
They are found in both civil and criminal
suits.
In one case the oath includes a solemn curse and perhaps it
always did so as was the case with the earliest type of evidentiary
rule they are chosen

are designated

by the

court.

oath.

was assumed at the beginning of the discussion of the instituit is an outgrowth and strengthened form of
the evidentiary oath.^
This has long been recognized by investigators in the field of Germanic law.
But writers on the history of the
Greek institution have failed to recognize the connection A man's
own oath which at first had sufficed to clear him without further
inquiry gradually came to be felt as insufficient proof of his innocence.
So the sworn confidence of his relatives and later of friends was
It

tion of Eideshelfer that

.

added.^

Glotz,

who

treats the institution only as a part of the evolu-

tion of family solidarity, explains

way.3

He

maintains that at

first

its

development in the following

the oathhelpers are relatives of the

party and so occupy the same position as avengers of blood. Hence
is merely a declaration of family solidarity.

in origin the institution

The

relative

who

the others are
»

"
ii.

495
»

is

more

Supra, p. 59.
Schroder, op.

cit.

cit.

pp. 288

or less auxiliary.

p. 83; Pollock

£E.

Op.

especially injured

flF.

becomes the chief avenger and
From this comes the fact that

and Maitland,

op.

cif., ii.

600;

Grimm,

op.

cit.
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only the accuser or the accused ever has oathhelpers to confirm his
That is to say, a witness never has an oathhelper to suboath.
stantiate his statements.

The only

difficulty

with Glotz' solution

is

the fact that as a usual thing in the earliest stage of the institution

oathhelpers are found only on the side of the defendant.

Glotz'

from the very beginning,
perhaps even as arising on the side of the avenger or plaintiff. It is
not impossible, however, partially to reconcile the two views given
above. Perhaps at first a man was allowed to clear himself by an
oath. This is felt as insufficient. Then family sohdarity steps in and
That is, family solidarity
the relatives support the defendant.
explains the fact that at first relatives are always the oathhelpers.

argument admits

of

them on both

This limits the institution in

its

sides

beginnings to the defendant's side,

what Glotz would designate the passive solidarity of the family.
The remainder of Glotz' argument is undoubtedly correct.

or to

When

the families of the yevos are split apart oathhelpers are chosen

one of two ways. They may be limited to the closest relatives
without regard to number or the number may be restricted without
in

specification as to the degree of relationship.

the origin

But whatever may have been
institution
to

be

its

is

it

on the shield
situation

perfectly clear

is

its

— the

dominant characteristic

gested that

The next

is

when

origin the psychology of the

partisan spirit which continued

as long as

it

of Achilles.^

To say

slightly misleading, as

is

lasted.

Gilbert sug-

arose out of such situations as the trial scene depicted

that
it

it

had

the

same

feeling, that

is,

its origin in

such a

does not account for the fact

that originally the oathhelpers were relatives.

that there

stage

forgotten and neighbors and friends are called on.

is

But the argument

the partisan spirit, in both

is

Glotz objects to the use of this passage in the evolution
of the institution on the ground that the oathhelper always appears
in the character of a subordinate, but that af^uiybs implies a protector
quite true.

rather than a supporter.

Besides, the dpw7ot of

Homer have no

practical influence, as they are not really participants in the trial.
Of course, his contention is correct that they are not really oath-

word has such a definite partisan signification that it
not going too far to say that the psychology back of the Homeric
scene is the same as that behind compurgation. Two other passages
helpers, but the

is

are of interest in determining the meaning of dpw76s.

'

Iliad xviii. 497

flf

.

Cf. especially line 502.

.
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dXX' ayer', 'Apyeicov

«
There

is

Heaov

a.fjL(j)OTepOL(TL

rjyijTopes r]8€ fxedovres,

diKaaaare,

no protection implied here;

KaKiiaQ\ apuya

Here the idea

it is

napTvpia re Kai

bi

v/xets

ttjs

of partisanship

is

77

iir]8'

mere

eir'

iipioyjj,

partiality.

TeKfirjpia

Skrjs opKu/jLara.'^

not as distinct as that of mere aid,

assistance.

There are found

in

Athenian law a few kinds

of oaths

which seem

be survivals of the institution of oathhelpers. In cases before the
Areopagus no person could give evidence unless at the beginning of
the trial he had taken an oath either as to the innocence or to the
Bonner considers it probable that this rule
guilt of the defendant.^
applied also to the other homicide courts, but gives no examples.''
Leisi extends it to the Palladium and Delphinium. Despite the fact
that there are no convincing instances, it is quite probable that the
to

homicide courts.
apparent the growth of the oathhelper into
the regular witness. He still swears the preliminary oath along with
his principal, but later in the case he presents his testimony just as an
practice

was extended

In this case there

to the other

is

So his oath is not final. One step further
and the preliminary oath with the principal would be abandoned and
nothing would be left but the witness of fact.
A group of witnesses analogous to oathhelpers are those who
preliminary to a murder trial swear to the relationship of the proThese witnesses swear the same
secutor to the murdered man.^
ordinary witness of fact.

oath as the principal and swear it along with him. With the joint
preliminary oath, however, the analogy ends, for it was not final.
Even women and children were allowed to take oath to establish the
relationship of the prosecutor to the deceased.®
^

Iliad xxiii. 573

2

Aeschylus, Eumenides 485

»

Lysias

iv. 4.

ff
f.

Cf. Bonner, Evidence in Athenian Courts, pp. 28

Der Zeuge im attischen Recht, p. 57.
* "Evidence in the Areopagus," C. P.
*

It

was impossible

relative of the deceased.

for a

man

Hence the

vii. p.

ff.,

76.

Leisi,

453.

to prosecute another for
right to prosecute

had

murder

if

he was not a

to be established before the

action could take place.
«

Demosthenes xlvii. 70. For a full discussion of the subject cf. Bonner, "Did
Testify in Homicide Cases in Athens?", C. P. i. pp. 127 ff. Cf. Leisi, op. cit.
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The voluntary oath which might be

common

of Justice
offered in defense of a litigant

with oathhelpers sworn confidence in a man.^

This
seems generally to have been taken by relatives. ^
There are then in Attica a few survivals of the institution. Meister, failing to see these survivals, asserted "In Attika hat sich keine
Spur von ihnen gefunden, wie leicht erklarlich ist: Eideshelfer sind
auf kleinere Verhaltnisse zugeschnitten, wo einer den anderen kennt;
in der grossen Stadt und bei entwickelten Verkehrsverhaltnissen
has in

konnen

sie

nicht vorkommen."*

It is interesting to note that in

England, one of the greatest commercial countries
institution was not abolished until 1833.

and

p. 18

Lipsius, op.

cit,

p. 874,

who

—that women and children could be

in the world, the

while accepting Bonner's main contention

—

witnesses in a homicide case

insist that

the

on the fact at issue. At any rate they would
swear to the same thing that the prosecutor swore to in his diu/ioffla when the case
evidence of the wife and children

came up

is

for preliminary hearing (Bonner, op.

cit.

p. 129)

and that

is all

that

is of

con-

sequence in this discussion.
'

Ziebarth,

Lipsius,
*

Der

iureiurando in iure Graeco quaestiones, p. 41, and Meier-Schomann-

shown

to be false.

334.
3

ii.

899, n. 379 for plentiful examples of the oath.

Ziebarth gives an illustration of this oath which Meister, op.

conclusively
ix. 1.

De

atlische Process,

Op.

cit.

p. 581.

For the text of the inscription see

cit.

p. 578,

has

Inscript. Graecae

1

.
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